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Abstract
Repetitive sequences and genomic variations mediated by repetitive sequences re-
main a barrier to our understanding of the function and dynamics of the human genome.
Only recently have high throughput short and long reads sequencing provided an oppor-
tunity to overcome these challenges. In this thesis, I investigate the distribution, evolution
and polymorphism of two types of repeats: subtelomeric and inverted repeats. I also in-
vestigate two distinct aspects of genomic mutations related to these repetitive sequences:
inversion polymorphisms, and structural variation in chromosome subtelomeric regions.
In the first chapter, I provide an overview of our current knowledge, as well as gaps in
our understanding of the structure of the human genome. I also provide an overview of
the sequencing technologies I will use in this thesis.
In the second chapter, I show the performance of inversion detection by short read se-
quencing. Next, I develop and apply an approach for using long read nanopore sequenc-
ing data to detect inversion polymorphism. I show that using long reads it is possible
to detect inversions mediated by long inverted repeats which are invisible to paired-end
short read sequencing.
In the third chapter, I investigate the distribution of inverted repeats in the human
genome. I combined this information with existing maps of inversion polymorphisms to
investigate the role of inverted repeats in mediating formation of inversions.
In the fourth chapter, I apply BioNano data to anchor and extend chromosome ends.
This analysis uncovers a surprising level of polymorphism in human chromosome end
extension, suggesting an ongoing process of terminal loss and extension. I confirm these
ii
iii
chromosome end extension using both nanopore and pacbio long read sequence data.
In the fifth chapter, I investigate the evolution of chromosome termini. I identify an-
cient chromosome terminal ends by investigation of subtelomeric interstitial telomere se-
quences across multiple mammalian species. This analysis provides an estimate of the
rate at which chromosome ends have extended.
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Introduction
In this chapter, I first briefly introduce chromosome biology. Next, I describe the repeti-
tive sequences present in the human genome and outline the key challenges to be solved
and explored in subsequent chapters. Following on from this, I explain the sequencing
technologies and computation tools which have been used to address these challenges. I
briefly describe algorithms underlying these tools and show their limitations toward repet-
itive sequences, which are targeted in chapter 2 and 4. Finally, I discuss different forms
of DNA mutations and describe how these can be detected by sequencing technologies.
1.1 Chromosome biology
The genome contains the whole genetic information of an organism. The majority of
this genetic information is stored in chromosomes, which are DNA molecules arranged
1
2 INTRODUCTION
in thread-like structures. The human genome is a diploid genome containing 22 pairs of
linear autosomes, two linear sex chromosomes (X and Y) and a circular mitochondrial
chromosome. One set of chromosomes are inherited from the father. The other set of
chromosomes and mitochondrial chromosomes are inherited from the mother. These
linear chromosomes are in the nucleus of each cell and the mitochondial chromosomes
are in mitochondria. Each cell contains between zero to more than 2000 mitochondria[1].
In mitosis, linear chromosomes replicate and split equally into two daughter cells. In
meiosis, linear chromosomes replicate one time and split equally twice into 4 daughter
cells. Each daughter cell is a haploid gamete containing one set of chromosomes. In
fertilization, paternal and maternal gametes fuse together into a new diploid cell.
1.2 Repetitive sequences in the human genome
The human genome consists of about 3.1 billion base pairs(bps). In the recent release
of the human genome (GRCh38), only 95.1% of the sequence is known. The remaining
unknown sequences are referred to as ’reference gaps’ between known sequences[2].
These gaps are predicted to be associated with repetitive sequences[3]. The gap se-
quences longer than 1 Mb are all heterochromatic, which is a tightly packed form of DNA,
including all of the centromere regions, 5 autosome p arms[4] and the majority of Y q arm.
In the first version of human reference[3], the remaining shorter gaps are a large block of
low copy duplicated sequences that are too complex to complete the correct order and
further localize. In the current version of human reference[5], these gaps are fully or par-
tially filled by multiple methods, but some gaps associated with repetitive sequences are
still unknown.
A repetitive sequence refers to a sequence that occurs multiple times in the genome.
Three main types of repeats are known: tandem repeats(TR), interspersed repeats and
low copy repeats(LCR). Their distribution in the human genome is shown in Figure 1.1.
Tandem repeats are repeats such that each copy is adjacent to each other. Interspersed
repeats are repeats that each copy intersperses in the genome. Typically, interspersed
repeats are transposons, such as long interspersed nuclear elements (LINEs) and short
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interspersed nuclear elements (SINEs). Low copy repeats, also known as segmental
duplications(SD), are repeats with a low number of copies(typically two). A pair of ho-
mology sequence is defined as SD when they are longer than 1 Kb with more than
90% identity. A computational method RepeatMasker[6] annotated 49.6% of the human
genome(GRCh38) as repetitive sequences.
1.2.1 Tandem repeats
Tandem repeats like telomere and centromere can form a secondary structure[3, 7]
and play a key function in the genome. Telomere and centromere are both a type of high
copy (usually more than 100) tandem repeats. The termini of the human chromosome
are all capped by tandem telomere ([TAACCC]n) repeats(Figure 1.1). The distal telomere
sequences are single strand telomere sequences while the proximal telomere sequences
are duplex telomere sequences. The single strand end of telomere can invade back to du-
plex telomere sequences to form t loops[7]. The t loops model proposes an architectural
solution to chromosome-end protection[7](also see chapter 5 introduction). The center of
human chromosome is centromere(Figure 1.1). The centromere contains tandem alpha
satellite sequences and other centromeric repeats (human reference). These repeats
form a complex and tight DNA structure, binding to multiple proteins. During cell division,
the centromere links sister chromatids and provides the foundation for kinetochore as-
sembly. Kinetochore, a complex protein structure, binds to microtubules and signals for
chromosome segregation. Then, sister chromatids break at the centromere and segre-
gate into two daughter cells equally. The known function of the centromere is to maintain
the correct ploidy of the genome during cell division.
Apart from the terminus and the center of the chromosome, there are some other func-
tional tandem repeats, such as the ribosomal DNA. The human ribosomal DNA present
in tandem repeats. They are located at five heterochromatic chromosome arms(13p, 14p,
15p, 21p and 22p)[4]. To sum up, tandem repeats can form complex DNA structure to
fulfill its function. The impact of the tandem repeats in the genome is both local and
functional.
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FIGURE 1.1: Repeat distribution in GRCh37.
The 24 chromosomes are drawn with cytogenetic band. Telomere, centromere(tandem
repeat) and heterochromatic regions are shown in transparent green on the chromosome
cytogenetic band(middle). LINE, SINE and LTR(interspersed repeat) are shown in blue
on left of chromosome. Low copy repeats are shown in red on the right of chromosome.
The horizontal length of red and blue bar indicates the percentage of repetitive elements
in each region(window size 1 Mb).
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1.2.2 Interspersed repeats
Interspersed repeats make up a large proportion (44%) of the genome(Figure 1.1).
Although smaller simple repeats can intersperse throughout the genome, interspersed
repeats commonly refer to transposable elements(TEs). TEs are DNA sequences which
can physically relocate their positions within a genome through transposition.
According to their function and sequence, they can be classified into DNA transpo-
son and retrotransposon. DNA transposons move themselves via a single or double-
stranded DNA intermediate[8]. Eukaryotic DNA transposons are further classified into
Tc1/mariner, hAT, P element, MuDR/Foldback, CACTA, PiggyBac, PIF/Harbinger, Merlin,
Transib, Banshee, Helitron and Maverick[8]. Retrotransposons move themselves via RNA
intermediates[9](described in below paragraph). Retrotransposons are further classified
into long-terminal repeat(LTR) retrotransposons and non-long terminal repeat retrotrans-
posons. Non-long terminal repeat retrotransposons include LINE, SINE and SVA ele-
ments. DNA transposons compose about 2.8% of the human genome while LINE1 and
Alu(SINE), which are subfamilies of retrotransposons, compose 16.9% and 10.6% of it,
respectively[9]. This is because there are more than 1 million copies of both LINEs and
SINEs in the human genome. The human cell transcription activity experiments suggest
that only a small proportion (<0.05%) of TEs (LINE1 and others) are active now[10]. The
remaining TEs are inactive or lack of active evidence[10].
The human LINE1 is about 6000 bps containing a 5′UTR(five prime untranslated re-
gion), two open reading frames(ORF1 and ORF2), a 3′UTR(three prime untranslated re-
gion) and an A-tail((A)n, multiple pure adenine)[11]. The ORF1 encodes a binding protein
with nucleic acid chaperone activity[11, 12]. The ORF2 encodes a multifunctional pro-
tein with endonuclease and reverse transcriptase capabilities[11, 13, 14]. Experiments
in cultured mammalian cells show both ORF1 and ORF2 proteins are required for LINE1
retrotransposition[11, 13]. Since LINE1 can amply itself by its proteins, it is also classified
as an autonomous element[11].
The most abundant short interspersed nuclear elements(SINE) are Alu elements in
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the human genome[15]. Alu element is about 300 bps containing two diverged and 7SL-
related monomers separate by adenine-rich(A-rich) regions and an A-tail[11]. The left
monomer contains a promoter organization of an A box and B box. Due to this promoter,
Alu element is a potential target of the RNA Pol III transcription machinery[11, 16]. Unlike
LINE, Alu element amplifies itself using the machinery of LINE, it is also classified as a
non-autonomous element[17].
Different genomes have a different percentage of TEs. In vertebrate, the percent-
age of TE ranging from 4.1% to 55%, for example human(44%)[10], platypus( 45%)[18],
chicken(4.19.8%)[18, 19], zebrafish(55%)[18], elephant shark( 42%)[18, 20] and freshwa-
ter pufferfish(6%)[18, 20]. Since the copy number of TEs is numerous, the percentage of
repetitive sequences in a genome mainly depends on TEs. The impact of interspersed
repeats in the genome is global and largely inactive.
1.2.3 Low copy repeats
Low copy repeats(LCR), also known as segmental duplication(SD), are primarily lo-
cated in three regions: pericentromeric, subtelomeric and interstitial regions[21](Figure
1.1). Unlike tandem repeats and interspersed repeats, the size of repeat unit is typically
longer in low copy repeats. The longest low copy repeats are about 2.5 Mb at the p arm
termini of chromosome X and Y, respectively. Because the size of the repeat sequence
is larger, LCR contains not only any types of repeats but also coding sequences. As a
result, it is one of the primary mechanisms for generating new function via the creation of
new genes[21]. The impact of low copy repeat in the genome is global and gene creative.
1.3 Sequencing technology
All reference and draft genome are generated using high-throughput sequencing data.
In brief, assembly, alignment and mutation detection are three main steps in the analysis
of these sequencing data. When a reference genome is unavailable, the first step is to
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generate the reference through de novo assembly. When a reference genome is avail-
able, sequencing data can be mapped to specific genome regions by alignment. The
sequencing coverage and quality can be estimated from the resulted alignment. When
the sequencing coverage and quality are high, the alignment and assembly enable the
detection of single or multiple nucleotides changes as evidence of DNA mutations. Here,
I briefly describe three sequencing technologies which are mainly discussed in the follow-
ing chapters.
1.3.1 Sanger sequencing technology
Sanger sequencing is one of the first sequencing technology invented by Frederick
Sanger and his colleagues in 1977[22]. In brief, the sequencing requires a template DNA
fragment, DNA polymerase enzymes, four standard DNA nucleotides (dATP, dTTP, dCTP
and dGTP) and four dideoxynucleotides (ddATP, ddGTP, ddCTP and ddTTP). The primer
sequences, as the start sites, are bound to the DNA templates. One key functional dif-
ference between standard nucleotide and dideoxynucleotide is that no further nucleotide
can be added after dideoxynucleotide. This is because dideoxynucleotide misses a hy-
droxyl group on the 3 carbon of the sugar ring to connect a new nucleotide to the original
chain. The single-strand DNA template synthesizes to double-strand DNA and randomly
terminate when it synthesizes with a dideoxynucleotide. Then the double strand DNA
breaks and synthesizes new DNA with a random size. After a number of cycles, every
base pair of the template is virtually terminated by a dideoxynucleotide. Each dideoxynu-
cleotide is also labeled by radioactive phosphorus or a fluorescent dye primer. This pool
of DNA containing a different size of fragments, which all begin with the specific primers
and end with labeled dideoxynucleotide. Next fragments are size selected by capillary gel
electrophoresis. Finally, the labeled signals are detected by radio sensors or light sensors
and transferred to DNA sequences of each base pairs of the target DNA. Since Sanger
sequencing is relatively low throughput and expensive, it is later replaced by the next-
generation sequencing like Illumina sequencing or third generation sequencing described
in the following sections.
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1.3.2 Illumina sequencing technology
Illumina is a widely used short-read sequencing technology. Using purified DNA, the
DNA sequences are broken down into smaller fragments. Adapters and other molecular
modifications are added to the two ends of each DNA fragments. Forward strand and
reverse strand are specified in this step. Next, DNA sequences are loaded into a chem-
istry chip, named flow cell. The adapters with DNA sequences attached to numerous
oligonucleotides, which are complementary to the adapter, at the bottom of the chip. DNA
sequences are then amplified thousands of times, clustering in a single region. All the
reverse strands are washed away, leaving single forward strands DNA to synthesize. Flu-
orescently tagged nucleotides are then added, and the sequencing-by-synthesis process
begins. There is a blocker at the 3′-end of the fluorescently tagged nucleotide to ensure
only one nucleotide is synthesized each time[23]. Hence, only one type of fluorescence
is emitted. The fluorescent signals are strengthened by thousands of copies in a cluster,
captured by the camera and converted into digital DNA sequences. The forward strands
sequencing are completed when they are fully synthesized. For sequencing the reverse
strands, the forward strands are washed away, repeating the synthesis process above.
This commonly used process is called pair-end sequencing. More detail of Illumina se-
quencing is available on its website(https://www.illumina.com/).
In the beginning, the length of Illumina sequencing reads is about 35 bp[24]. As the
technology improves, the read length increases to 150 bp(Illumina Platinum Genome
http://www. illumina.com/platinumgenomes)) or longer. Currently, the main sequencing
error is single nucleotide substitution(0.46%)[25]. The distance between pair-end se-
quencing data is called insert size. The insert size length distribution normally follows
the normal distribution. Depending on different library preparation protocols, the average
insert size can range from 300 bp(figure 1.2a) to 20 kb. In this thesis, it is assumed that
the insert size of common Illumina sequencing is 500 bp.
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1.3.3 Oxford Nanopore sequencing technology
In brief, MinION, a nanopore sequencing device, sequences individual DNA molecules[26].
During library preparation, a sequencing adapter and a tethering adapter are ligated
at two ends of double-stranded DNA, respectively. The leading adapter loads the pro-
cessive enzyme. This enzyme is then captured and attached to the nanopore. This
pore (10-9m in diameter) in an electrolytic solution where a constant electric field is ap-
plied, would pull the single-stranded DNA through the pore at a constant speed via
electrophoresis. As a result, double-stranded DNA continuously separates into single-
stranded DNA. With every five or six nucleotides passing the pore, an ionic current
signal is detected at a constant sampling rate. During the signal segmentation pro-
cess, the piecewise constant regions resolve to 5-mers or 6-mers (described in sec-
tion 1.4.1), but not all the base callers use this segmentation step. Finally, the tethering
adapter passes the nanopore and leave the pore. The pore later attaches another pro-
cessive enzyme and begins another cycle of sequencing. Since the Oxford Nanopore
Technologies keep updating their technologies, the above sentences only describe the
key principle of this sequencing technology. The detail of newest nanopore sequenc-
ing technology is always referenced to Oxford Nanopore Technologies(ONT, website:
https://nanoporetech.com/applications/dna-nanopore-sequencing).
The raw nanopore sequencing data is a long wave signal. Base callers such as
DeepNano[27] and Chiron[28] apply a Neural Network model to transfer wave signal into
DNA sequence. The most accurate base caller is Albacore, which is a closed source
software developed by ONT. After base-calling, the DNA sequences in the combination of
leading adapter, template strand sequences and tethering adapter. Adapter sequences
are removed. The remaining 1D sequences are the nanopore reads analyzed in the fol-
lowing chapter. Interestingly, the 5-Methylcytosine, a methylated form of cytosine, can
influence the raw signal. Simpson et al.[29] implemented a Hidden Markov Model(HMM)
to detect DNA methylation directly from standard nanopore sequencing raw signal.
The Nanopore sequencing technology is improving rapidly in many dimensions includ-
ing read length and sequencing yield. In Dec 2017, the longest reported aligned nanopore
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read was 1.015 MB(https://nanoporetech.com/about-us/news/world-first-continuous-
dna-sequence-more-million-bases-achieved-nanopore-sequencing). Five months later
(May 2018), the longest reported nanopore read was updated to 2,273 MB(https://
nanoporetech.com/about-us/news/longer-and-longer-dna-sequence-more-two-million-
bases-now-achieved-nanopore)[30]. The sequence length limitation of Nanopore se-
quencing is likely not yet to have been reached. As several groups are continuing to
improve DNA extraction and library preparation protocols. The size of Nanopore read
mentioned and analyzed in this thesis ranges from approximately 102 to 106 bp(figure
1.2b). The log-size distribution follows a normal distribution with median 104 bp.
The ultra long reads also come with a high error rate. It is estimated that the rates of
substitution, insertion and deletion in 2D nanopore sequences are 5.1%, 4.9% and 7.8%,
respectively[26]. These rates are 7.5%, 6.5% and 8.6% in new 1D nanopore sequence[28].
Several assembly[31, 32] and alignment[33, 34] software design particular algorithm for
this high error sequence data to generate a reliable result.
1.3.4 Pacific Biosciences sequencing technology
Pacific Biosciences offer another long-read sequencing technology, named single molecule
real-time(SMRT) sequencing. This technology sequences DNA in a SMRT cell, which
contain tens of thousands of zero-mode waveguides(ZMWs). The size of ZMW(about 70
nm[38]) is too small for the wavelength of light(400 to 700 nm) to pass. A template DNA
is immobilized in ZMW. Four types of phospholinked nucleotides are added into the ZMW
chamber and hybridized to template DNA with the help of DNA polymerases(enzymes).
Phospholinked nucleotides are fluorescently labeled nucleotides. The fluorescent labels
are attached to the distal part of the nucleotides. By this innovation, the enzymes can
cleave the entire the fluorescent labels, providing a completely natural DNA, which can
improve the sequencing read length. The cleavage fluorescent labels provide light signals
at the bottom of ZMW. Cameras capture these signals and software programs convert
them into DNA sequences.
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FIGURE 1.2: Length distribution for Illumina, Nanopore, and BioNano in this thesis.
a is a histogram of Illumina insert size from one library[35]. b is a histogram of Nanopore
read length[36]. c is a histogram of BioNano (optical mapping) read length[37]. The
abnormal pair end mapping reads (< 1 or > 1000) are removed in Illumina data. Raw
reads less than 150 kb are removed in BioNano data. Note: this length distribution is not
universal. The insert size and read length depend on many factors in each experiment.
1.3.5 BioNano optical mapping technology
BioNano technology maps DNA sequences by optical signals. Similar to DNA se-
quencing, it provides some information. In principle, Nicks, Labels, Repairs and Stains
(NLRS) are the four key steps of BioNano optical mapping technology. It begins with
high-molecular-weight DNA, which contains ultra long DNA fragments. During library
preparation, specific motif-targeting enzymes are added. These enzymes nick the DNA
at motif sites. Then fluorescent molecules are hybridized with the nicked single strand
sequences, repairing the single strand nick and labeling all the motif sites in the genome.
Next, the labeled DNA is loaded into a BioNano sequencing platform. This platform could
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unwind the DNA into a linearized DNA and allow single DNA to pass a NanoChannels
at a constant speed. There are hundreds of thousands of parallel NanoChannels in this
platform. Each NanoChannel only allows single linearized DNA to pass through it. Mean-
while, it also prevents the molecule from tangling or folding back. High-resolution camera
images these numerous linearized stained DNA from parallel NanoChannels. Eventually,
computer software analyses the images and output the BioNano reads in the format of la-
bel sites and label distances. More detail of BioNano sequencing is available at BioNano
Genomics website https://bionanogenomics.com/.
The key characteristics of BioNano Genomics sequencing data are low resolution and
ultra long sequencing reads. Unlike other sequencing technology, BioNano data does not
directly output any DNA sequences. Instead, it outputs multiple labels and an estimated
distance between two labels. The average and standard deviation(SD) distance between
one type of label(BSPQI) in GRCh37 are 8.2 kb and 8.3 kb, respectively. (GRCh37 is the
human genome version that is mapped and analyzed in chapter 4.) There are at least two
types of labels(BSPQI and BSSSI) to stain the DNA.
Scaffolding using multiple labels introduced by more than one nicking enzymes can
improve overall resolution of BioNano optical maps. One way of combining long-read
sequencing based assemblies with optical maps in a ’hybrid scaffolding approach’ is
to extract putative labels from a genome assembly and combine these with the labels
measured directly. (e.g. see BioNano write paper https://bionanogenomics.com/wp-
content/uploads/2017/02/Bionano_HumanPAG_Hybrid-Scaffolding-White-Paper.pdf).
Although the gap between labels is high, the long read length is able to generate a
distinguishable label pattern, like a barcode. The average read lengths are dependent on
many factors, such as the quality of the extracted DNA. In the sample of this thesis, the
average read lengths are 280 kb (figure 1.2c)[37].
Cao et al.[39] described the methods to assemble and align these optical maps. The
assembler assembles reads from the overlap-layout-consensus pattern. The reads over-
lapping score is quantified by a maximum likelihood model. Optical maps are aligned by
a dynamic programming approach. The scoring function of this approach is the likelihood
of a pair of label intervals being similar[39]. These assembled contigs and alignments
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can be used in further hybrid assembly using sequencing reads from other technologies
to yield an improved overall final assembly with longer N50([40, 41]).
1.4 Bioinformatics tools
Several bioinformatics tools are developed for each sequencing technologies described
above. Here is a brief introduction to the tools in the following chapter.
1.4.1 Assembler
Sequence assembly is a method that trying to reconstruct the template sequence
by the fragmented sequencing reads. For the short read sequencing technologies, the
de Bruijn graphs one of the core methods for some assemblers, such as velvet[42] and
SOAPdenovo[43]. The assemblers first chop the reads into k-mers. K-mers mean all the
possible substrings of length k in a string. For example, all the 3-mers of string ”BANANA”
are ”BAN”, ”ANA”, ”NAN” and ”ANA”. Next, the k-mers are linked by their (k-1)-mers. The
links in the above example are ”BAN” to ”ANA”, ”ANA” to ”NAN” and ”NAN” to ”ANA”. The
entire linked k-mer maps are de Bruijn graphs. The next step is generating contigs by
searching and chopping all possible longest string from de Bruijn graphs. For example,
assembling all the 3-mers of string ”BANANA” will get ”BANA” and ”NANA”. The repeti-
tive structure of ”AN” in ”BANANA” causes the breakage of assembly. When the k-mers
increase to 4-mers, the k-mers are ”BANA”, ”ANAN” and ”NANA”. The contigs can be
”BANANA” but the assembler could never further tell the different between ”BANANA”
and ”BANANANA” until the k-mers or the substrings are longer than the repetitive struc-
ture. In large genome assembly, the size of repetitive sequences (6000 bps or more),
especially LINE described in section 1.2.2, is longer than the standard sequence reads
length. Thus the contigs are almost always broken at every repetitive sequence. Even
worse, repetitive sequences like LINE are interspersed in the whole genome, so the con-
tigs are less continuous.
To improve the assembly result, a common method applied to contigs is scaffolding,
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which means connecting the contigs with extra information. One way to scaffolding is
using the pair-end information(see section 1.3.2). The assembler like SOAPdenovo[43]
connects two contigs when multiple pairs of reads are separately aligned to two contigs.
The distance between two contigs is the average insert size. The interval sequence is
then filled by pair-end reads if possible. Otherwise, one or more sequence gaps with ”N”
are presented between two contigs. Eventually, contigs are scaffolded to longer scaf-
folds. The quality of the scaffold still depends on how many previously broken repetitive
sequences are solved by the pair-end information. Another scaffolding method is using
the long sequencing reads to scaffolding short read contigs, such as SPAdes[44] and
npScarf[31]. They join two or more contigs into one scaffold when these contigs are
aligned by the same long reads.
1.4.2 Aligner and Mutation caller
When the reference genome sequences are provided, the next step is aligning the
reads to reference and calling mutations. For the next generation sequencing, BWA[45] is
a common aligner to align reads. Since the sequencing error rate is low, the non-repetitive
sequences in the genome are almost always aligned correctly. The single nucleotide
substitutions are well detected(also see section 1.5.1). However, it is almost impossible
to correctly align a short read to the exact copy of the repetitive sequence, where the
read is generated from, due to the high similarity between each copy. These repetitive
reads are aligned to multiple genome positions. The aligners like BWA randomly align
them to one of their positions and assign them with lower mapping score. Therefore,
the substitution callers like GATK[46] show less power to detect substitution in repetitive
regions. The population genome project[47] defined high mappability regions while the
remaining low mappability regions are gaps or repetitive sequences. For example, detect
substitution ”A” to ”O” in the repetitive sequence of ”BANANANANA”. It is easy to detect
”BANANANANA” to ”BONANANANA” because aligners can only align reads ”BON” to
first three characters of ”BANANANANA” with one mismatch. But it is hard to detect
”BANONANANA”, ”BANANONANA” or ”BANANANONA” to ”BANANANANA”, because
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aligners can align ”ANO”, ”NON” or ”ONA” to any characters of ”NAN” or ”ANA”.
Structure variation(SV) detection is another application to next-generation sequenc-
ing(NGS) data. The NGS SV callers like Delly[48] and Lumpy[49] use both abnormal
pair-end reads(see above section) and split reads (see next section) to detect SVs. Here
we briefly describe pair-end mapping detection on three types of SV: deletion, insertion
and inversion. In Illumina sequencing data, the insert size is measured as the mapping
distance (include read length) between a pair of reads. In each library, the insert sizes
generally follow a normal distribution. Assuming the read length is 3 characters and the
insert size is strictly 12 characters in the reference string of ”AppleBananaOrangePear”.
The expected sequenced read pairs are ”App”-”naO”, ”ple”-”Ora” and so on.
When a pair of reads spans a deletion, the size of sequence mapping to reference
increases and its insert size will increase. Assuming ”AppleBananaOrangePear” changes
into ”AppleOrangePear” by deleting ”Banana”, it is expected to observe longer insert size
pairs (18 characters) like ”ple”-”Pea”. Because the mapping sequence of ”ple”-”Pea” in
reference is ”pleBananaOrangePea”.
On the other hand, when a pair of reads spans an insertion, the size of the mapping
sequence decreases and its insert size decreases. Assuming ”AppleBananaOrangePear”
changes into ”AppleOrangeBananaOrangePear” by inserting ”Orange”, it is expected to
observe shorter insert size pairs (6 characters) like ”ple”-”Ban”. Because the mapping
sequence in reference of ”ple”-”Ban” is ”pleBan”.
When a pair of reads spans an inversion, both its insert size and mapping orienta-
tion change. The DNA is double-stranded. The alignments to 5’ and 3’ end strand are
called forward and reverse alignment, respectively. The common mapping orientation
of pair-end reads is forward-reverse. In the above normal example ”ple”-”Ora”, the first
read ”ple” is forward mapping and the second read ”Ora” is reverse mapping (the raw
read is its reverse complementary sequence ”arO”). However, the orientation is forward-
forward or reverse-reverse in inversion. Assuming ”AppleBananaOrangePear” changes
into ”AppleananaBOrangePear” by inverting ”Banana” to its reverse complementary se-
quence ”ananaB”, it is expected to observe a read pair like ”naB”-”Pea”. Read ”Ban” can
forward align to ”Ban” and reverse align to ”naB”, thus ”naB”-”Pea” is a reverse-reverse
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alignment to support inversion. The limitation for NGS inversion detection will be further
described in chapter 2.
There are also aligners and mutation callers for long read sequencing. Since long read
sequencing error rate is higher compared to short read sequencing, they are not intended
to detect substitution. One of the advantages of long read sequencing is detecting struc-
tural variation. Recently, Sniffles is a method to detect insertion, deletions, duplications,
inversions and translocations[50]. The input of Sniffles is an alignment file generating by
long read aligners. Sniffles use both within-alignment and split-read information to detect
SV.
Below is a simple example for detecting ”Orange” insertion (”AppleBananaOrange-
Pear” to ”AppleOrangeBananaOrangePear”). Let’s assume the long sequencing reads
are ”AppleOrangeBan” and ”ngeBananaOrangePear”. Read ”AppleOrangeBan” is aligned
as 5 matches(”Apple”), 6 insertions(”Orange”) and 3 matches(”Ban”), which is 5M6I3M
in cigar format. Cigar format is a way to describe alignment[51](details see https:
//samtools.github.io/hts-specs/SAMv1.pdf). Thus the insertion is directly indicated
by the within-alignment. Read ”ngeBananaOrangePear” is aligned as 3 clips(”nge”) and
16 match(”BananaOrangePear”). Although this split-read information does not directly
support an insertion, the 3 characters clipping suggests a potential breakpoint for SV.
After gathering other reads (”AppleOrangeBan”) information, the SV caller can find two
reads supporting the same breakpoints at the beginning of string ”Ban” and the same
joining string (”nge”). An insertion (”Orange”) is detected when the summary of this mu-
tation fits a theoretical mutation model and passes the statistic test. Further details for
inversion detection are described in chapter 2.
1.5 DNA Mutations
DNA mutations are permanent alternations of DNA sequences. They result from DNA
replication errors or repair of DNA damage. They are classified into many subtypes, such
as substitution, indel, inversion and copy-number variation.
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1.5.1 Substitution
Substitution is a single nucleotide mutation. When a substitution is common(> 1%[52])
in population, it is defined as single nucleotide polymorphism(SNP). Since the substitution
error rate of Illumina sequence is low, SNP can be detected in high consistency(99.84%
for autosome and 99.97% for X chromosome) and high sensitivity(98% for autosome and
98.6% X chromosome)[53]. These high-quality SNP results provide an opportunity to
understand their biological impact by genetic variation studies. Comparison between do-
mestic and wild animal SNPs can identify evolutionarily selected genes[54]. Comparison
between human Y chromosome SNPs can infer the human evolution history[55]. Compar-
ison between a group of normal human and diseased human SNPs can pick up the highly
associated mutations for complex disease[56] or even causation mutations for some dis-
eases, such as Temple-Baraitser syndrome and epilepsy[57].
In population genetics, SNPs are used to estimate nucleotide diversity and divergence.
Nucleotide diversity is calculated as average heterozygosity, which is the probability of ob-
serving a heterozygous mutation between randomly chosen sequences in a population,
across a given genetic region[47]. For randomly mating diploid populations, it can be esti-
mated as 2pq, where p is major allele frequency and q is minor allele frequency. Diversity
is estimated amongst the same species(population). Nucleotide divergence is calculated
as single nucleotides difference between two homologous regions in two different species.
Although diversity and divergence are both an estimation of genetic difference, diversity
is estimated within the same species while divergence is estimated between species. Un-
der neutral selection, diversity divided by divergence is almost constant the same value
across a region. Under positive selection, the allele frequency will increase as this allele
has a better fitness to the environment. On the other hand, negative selection will de-
crease the allele frequency. The diversity will, therefore, change while the divergence of
this region remains the same. Thus selection signal can be observed by the abnormal
ratio peak of diversity over divergence across a genomic region.
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1.5.2 Insertion and deletion
Insertion and deletion (indel) occur when a sample gains and loses one or more
nucleotides in a location compared to the reference. DNA damage repair or replica-
tion errors can induce indels, such as repairing double-strand DNA by non-homologous
end joining[58](NHEJ, further described in chapter 3 introduction) or replication slippage.
Replication slippage means expanding or deleting the tandem repeats, for instance, ”BA-
NANA” to ”BANANANA” or ”BANANA” to ”BANA”. Indels also play an important role in
biological function. Short indels(described in next section) can cause a frameshift mu-
tation in the coding sequence, altering the protein function. Long deletions can totally
remove one or more genes and cause disease. For example, deleting 1.5Mb sequences
on chromosome 7q11.23 spanning 28 genes will cause Williams Beuren syndrome[59].
Insertion and deletion within 50 nucleotides are defined as microindel[60] or short in-
del. In human, the majority of indels are short. Short indels can be detected by alignment
gap[61, 62] in short-read sequencing data. It, therefore, becomes a common detectable
variation along with SNPs. Short insertion and deletion are also a quantitative measure-
ment of the sequencing quality in long-read sequencing. The remaining long insertion
and deletion often occur in conjunction with other types of mutation like translocation.
The detection of long insertion is still challenging.
1.5.3 Inversion
Inversion is a segment of DNA in flipped orientation with respect to its ancestral ori-
entation relative to the rest of the chromosome. Inversion can be mediated by two main
types of mechanisms: Non-homologous end joining(NHEJ)[58] and non-allelic homolo-
gous recombination (NAHR)[21](see chapter 3 Figure 3.1). The key difference is that
NAHR inversion is flanked by a pair of inverted repeats while NHEJ inversion is not. The
size of inversion varies from 100 bp to several Mb. Although the inverted sequence is un-
altered, inversion and non-inversion sequences are suppressed from recombination[63]
and becomes a fixed difference in some cases. Fixed inversion differences are found
between species. In some groups, speciation is associated with inversions and other
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changes in the karyotype[64].
1.5.4 Copy-number variation
Copy-number variation (CNV) occurs when a segment of DNA gains or loses one or
more copies in the individual genome. There are some differences between CNV and
segmental duplication(SD). CNV refers to variation in the individual while segmental du-
plication refers to fixed variation within the species. Also, the location of the additional
copy is usually unknown for a CNV while it is known for SD. Generally, CNV is a quan-
titative measurement of copy and sequence for unlocalized complex structural variation.
CNV can be detected from SNP array[65] and short-read sequencing data[66]. In long-
read sequencing data, the complex structural variation (localized CNV) is reconstructed
[67] in some cases.
1.5.5 Translocation
Translocation means translocating DNA sequences from one position to another posi-
tion. Broadly speaking, translocations can be classified into two classes by their mecha-
nism: transposon by activation of transposable elements (TE, described in the previous
section) and chromosomal translocations by rearrangement between non-homologous
chromosomes. Chromosomal tip translocations refer to exchanging the whole tip se-
quences between non-homologous chromosomes (described in chapter 5 introduction).
Chromosomal translocations can be balanced and unbalanced depending on whether any
DNA sequences are missing or not. Unbalanced chromosomal translocation is usually
deleterious. A well-known example is translocation Down syndrome (triple chromosome
21), which is caused by unbalanced translocation chromosome 21 to other chromosomes.
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1.5.6 Structural variation
Any genomic alterations that involve larger than 1kb sequences are defined as struc-
tural variations(SV)[68]. SV includes large (>1 kb) insertions, deletions(section 1.5.2), in-
versions(section 1.5.3), duplications(gain copy-number variation section 1.5.4) and translo-
cations(section 1.5.5). These types of mutations can be identified by bioinformatics soft-
ware, such as delly[48], lumpy[49], sniffles[50] and npInv(described in chapter 2 and 3).
Heteromorphisms, fragile sites, ring and marker chromosomes, isochromosomes, dou-
ble minutes, and gene-conversion products can also be considered structural variants,
however, it is a great challenge to study them via current sequencing technology.
2
npInv: accurate detection and genotyping
of inversions using long read
sub-alignment
In this chapter, I first briefly introduce inversion detection by different sequencing tech-
nologies. Then I evaluate inversion detection using different bioinformatics tools from both
simulated and real next-generation sequencing data and conclude that there is a technol-
ogy limitation to detect large inverted repeats mediated inversions. To fill the gap of poorly
known inversion, I design a new tool, namely npInv (nanopore Inversion), for use with
third generation sequencing data to detect long NAHR inversions including those flanked
by IRs, but not including complex events containing additional SVs. The results of npInv
will further investigated in chapter 3.
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2.1 Overview of inversion detection
Before the advent of sequencing, it was only possible to identify large cytogenetically
visible inversions via microscopy, which lacks both resolution and throughput. Hybridisa-
tion intensity signals from comparative genomic hybridization (CGH) and single nucleotide
polymorphism (SNP) arrays, which have proven useful for copy number variation geno-
typing, do not provide a signal for detecting inversions. Methods have been proposed
which utilize aberrant linkage disequilibrium (LD) patterns from SNP genotype data to
infer the presence of inversions, but these have very limited power to detect inversions
smaller than 500kb or with minor allele frequency less than 25% [69–71]. As a result,
maps of inversion polymorphisms are extremely sparse in comparison to maps of other
structural variants. For example, the Database of Genomic Variants[72] contains only 892
inversions compared to 291,000 copy number variants.
First generation, Sanger sequencing provides an opportunity to generate higher res-
olution inversion maps both between and within species. Comparison of chimpanzee
and human reference identified 1576 putative inter-species inversions, of which 1˜3% of a
randomly sampled subset was found to be polymorphic in human[73]. Paired-end long-
read sequencing of fosmid libraries has proven effective for identifying inversion polymor-
phisms. The vast majority the 892 known human inversion polymorphisms were identified
by sequencing of fosmid libraries from 8 human genomes[74].
Second generation, high throughput short read sequencing has enabled sequencing
of thousands of genomes at a substantially reduced cost compared to first generation
sequencing technologies. From the pair end information, an inversion could result in an
abnormal pair, which has one opposite orientation pair and different insert size base on
the inversion size. Base on Pair End Mapping(PEM), several methods could detect inver-
sion, such as delly[48] and VariationHunter[75]. Using these methods, NEHJ inversion
with clear breakpoints and NAHR inversion with inverted repeats shorter than insert size
could be correctly detected(more detail in the following section). As a result, NAHR inver-
sions, which are longer than sequence insert size, are still poorly understood.
Third generation, single-molecule sequencing technologies could sequence long reads,
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up to 1.015 Mb. This long read could span the entire long inverted repeats region, provide
a potential to detect long inverted repeats mediated NAHR inversion.
2.2 Limitation of Inversion Detection by NGS
NGS offers an opportunity to scan the whole genome for inversion. One way to detect
inversion is a comparison of the genome assembly to the reference[76]. Another way is
pair end mapping(PEM)[75, 77]. The alignments are considered as correct when a pair of
reads aligns in a different orientation with an expected inserted size. When the pair end
reads span the inversion breakpoint, one end of read will align properly while the other end
of read will align in unexpected orientation with a likely unexpected distance[48](Figure
2.1a, simple string example see section 1.4.2). As a result, the inversion supporting
reads will align in both forward orientation or both reverse orientation. These reads are
key signals to detect inversion. Furthermore, the breakpoints of inversion are inferred
from the mapping location.
It is a challenge to detect NAHR inversion by NGS(Figure 2.1b). When the insert size
(see section 1.3.2) is smaller than the repetitive sequence, the inversion supporting reads
will align incorrectly and provide less or no inversion signal(Read pairs 1,2,4 and 5 in
Figure 2.1b). Lledo´ et.al simulates NGS reads for both NHEJ and NAHR inversions in hu-
man chromosome 1 and evaluates the detectability of inversion callers[78]. That research
states that more than 80% of NAHR inversion are undetected by common sequencing
strategies[78]. The longer insert size library helps to improve the detectability[78] because
the inversion supporting reads will align correctly and provide inversion signals(Read pairs
6 and 7 in Figure 2.1b).
2.2.1 Detect known inversions from simulation data
We initially selected 6 inversions from an inversion manuscript[79]. These inversions
size are from 900 kb to 4.7 mb(Table 2.1). We simulated inversions by inverting the
sequence at the inversion break-points and then used ART [80] (which is a software to
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FIGURE 2.1: Inversion detection by pair end mapping(PEM).
a and b are for NHEJ and NAHR inversion, respectively. Light green and dark green
are homologous sequence. The sequence reads are colored by their origin. The dash
line indicates a pair of reads. Each pair of reads are named with digital ID. In figure a,
read pair 2, 4, 6 and 7 are supporting inversion. In figure b, only read pair 6 and 7 are
supporting inversion. Read pair 1, 2, 4 and 5 do not align to its original sequence due to
repeat(dark green to light green or light green to dark green).
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simulate short reads) to simulate about 16 fold coverage Illumina reads from this inversion
plus 20 kb of flanking sequence. The insert size is 500 bp and the length of each read
is 90 bp. Three short read aligners (Bowtie2[81], BWA[45] and Novoalign[82], parame-
ter default) were used to align these simulated reads to normal, non-inverted reference.
Next, we run ”Integrative Genomics Viewer”(IGV)[83] (which is a software to view se-
quence alignments) to investigate whether the inversion supporting reads occur at the
known breakpoints. Overall, BWA could only detect zero to one inversion supporting
reads and Bowtie2(parameter: default) and Novoaligner(parameter: default) could de-
tect more reads than BWA(parameter: default, Table 2.1). But at some sites such as
chr17:40899921-41989253 right breakpoint, no read was found from any of the aligners.
Finally, we run delly[48] on these alignments and only detect the aligned inversions with
low quality.
2.2.2 Detect known inversions from real data
We then applied Delly[48], which is a method to detect inversion from NGS data,
to two real datasets. We aimed at sample NA12878, which had known inversion sites
and 2 public free datasets. The first one was the 1000 Genome Project[47] short reads
high coverage sequencing data. A manuscript[77] applies Delly to detect inversion in
NA12878, but it reports none of these 6 known inversions(see Chapter three). The sec-
ond one was Illumina Platinum Genome(https://www.illumina.com/platinumgenomes.
html) short reads long insert size data. The read length distribution was shown in Figure
1.2. Delly[48] was run on long insert size data and got 385 putative inversions. Among 6
known inversions, only 2 were imprecisely detected with only one strand supporting.
This mapping and detecting problem in both simulated and real data was mainly af-
fected by a pair of inverted repeats in NAHR inversion. When the inversion supporting
reads could not span the entire IR region and one sequencing end map into the IR region,
this end has two potential mapping locations(figure 2.1b). Because the aligner favors con-
cordant alignment, this end will be mapped to the wrong location and no longer supports
inversions. With this difficulty, short sequence data could only detect the NHEJ, MMEJ
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TABLE 2.1: Inversion supporting reads from BWA, bowtie2 and Novoalign.
Six inversions are manually inverted in the reference genome. 16-fold coverage Illumina
reads are simulated by ART[80] from this inverted reference. The insert size and read
length is 500 bp and 90 bp, respectively. Reads are aligned to a non-inverted reference
by BWA[45], bowtie2[81] and Novoalign[82]. Inversion supporting reads are calculated
for each simulated inversion across three aligners. Note: NA means no reads align.
hg16 coodinate chr3:196886879-198874600 chr8:7225962-12487029
left break point right break point left break point right break point
+ - + - + - + -
bwa NA NA NA NA 1 0 NA NA
Bowtie2 2 2 3 1 2 2 2 2
Novoalign 2 0 2 0 6 9 6 9
hg16 coodinate chr15:28524207-30602466 chr15:72151413-73356183
left break point right break point left break point right break point
+ - + - + - + -
bwa 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
Bowtie2 0 3 0 2 4 0 4 0
Novoalign 0 5 0 5 0 0 0 0
hg16 coodinate chr17:31888441-33393152 chr17:40899921-41989253
left break point right break point left break point right break point
+ - + - + - + -
bwa 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Bowtie2 1 4 1 4 3 6 0 0
Novoalign 12 6 12 7 0 0 NA NA
inversion and NAHR inversion shorter than pair end insert size(Inversion mechanism see
Chapter 3). The remaining NAHR inversion was still poorly explored and mainly focused
on next section.
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While Delly is the most widely applied approach to detect inversions from short read
data, there are other available inversion packages such as SRinversion[84], Meerkat[85],
SVTyper[86](from https://github.com/hall-lab/svtyper), Lumpy[49], and Takeabreak[87]
which are not tested in this thesis. SRinversion[84], Meerkat[85] and Lumpy[49] detect in-
versions mainly by pair-end mapping(PEM) methods or split-read methods(see next npInv
section), which are the same as Delly[48] in principle. PEM methods rely on detection of
abnormal PEM reads which is observed to be limited in the above section, but as seen
in the previous section, these are difficult to identify using existing aligners. Split-read
methods depend on reads that span the inverted repeats(IRs) which is almost impossi-
ble for large IR (Illumina read length is less than 1 kb). Therefore, they suffer from the
same problems as Delly[48] does. SVTyper[86] is focused on genotyping structural vari-
ation(SV) and requires inversion callers like Delly[48] or Lumpy[49] to detect inversions.
Takeabreak takes an alternative approach to detecting inversions by de Bruijn Graph
which relies on the use of k-mers (see chapter 1) [87]. It does not require reference se-
quences or other aligners[87]. In the Takeabreak manuscript, the authors emphasize that
it is designed to detect inversions with flanking inverted repeats of length less than k-1.
Given that the maximum k is the length of the read, this limits this approach to detect
inversions with flanking inverted repeats of size less than 300bp (the longest possible for
an Illumina machine currently).
2.3 Results
2.3.1 Benchmarking the software using simulated data
We present npInv (nanopore Inversion detector), a novel tool designed specifically for
detecting and genotyping NAHR mediated inversions from long read sequencing data.
The input to npInv is an alignment file in bam format generated from local aligner such as
BWA-MEM[33]. The full methods are described in section 2.4.
We first benchmarked the software using simulation data. We simulated 61 NAHR,
100 short (<4 kb) and 100 long (>4 kb) NHEJ non-overlapping inversions in reference
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GRCh37 chromosome 21. NAHR inversions were simulated based on the location of
IR of length above 500 bp in the reference chromosome 21 (which limited their number
to 61). We randomly set the genotype of inversion to be heterozygous or homozygous.
Next, we used readsim[88] to simulate reads with an average read length of 3 kb, 6 kb
or 9 kb. Sequence substitution, insertion, and deletion rates were set at 5.1%, 4.9% and
7.8%, respectively based on previously described characteristics of nanopore sequence
data[26]. Sequence depth was set at 5, 10, 20 or 40 fold for different simulations. Reads
were aligned by BWA-MEM[33]. The alignment result was used for npInv, as well as for
software Lumpy[49] and Sniffles[50]. The positive predictive value (PPV), sensitivity (S)
and genotyping consistency (GC) were calculated for each dataset (Figure 2.2).
For simulated NAHR inversions, npInv demonstrated substantially better sensitivity
(41% to 210%)than the next best program (Sniffles) overall coverage and read-lengths
simulated (Fig, 2.2a). Lumpy didn’t predict any simulated NAHR inversions. Instead, it
reported inversion breakpoints as potential structural variations. This was likely because
its algorithm didn’t expect repetitive sequence around inversions. The PPV of npInv was
also highest across most coverage and read-lengths, although Sniffles’ PPV, which was
slightly (2% to 5%) higher than npInv in low coverage long read datasets (Fig, 2.2d).
npInv’s PPV remained high (> 90%) across all datasets, while its sensitivity depended on
the depth and read length. The sensitivity was good (> 80%) at 20 fold coverage and it did
not improve significantly when the depth increased to 40 fold. The read length didn’t play
a key role on both PPV and sensitivity, which was likely due to the fact that most of the
background IR used to simulate NAHR inversions are shorter than the shortest average
simulated read length (of 3 kb).
For NHEJ inversions the difference between the algorithms was not as pronounced.
For long (> 4kb) NHEJ inversions, PPV for all 3 methods was more than 92%. The sensi-
tivity of the three methods was similar (around 80%) for 20x coverage or higher, but npInv
had a higher sensitivity at lower coverage. For short (<4 kb) NHEJ inversions, the PPV for
all 3 methods was higher than 94%, but their sensitivity ranged from 26% to 89%. Lumpy’s
sensitivity was lower than previously reported using simulations of highly accurate short
paired-end reads[49]. For all 3 tools, the sensitivity decreased with increasing average
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FIGURE 2.2: Performance comparison for npInv, Lumpy and Sniffles at three type of in-
versions.
We simulated a diploid human chromosome 21 with three types of inversions: non-allelic
homologous recombination (NAHR), non-homologous end joining (NHEJ) with size less
than 4 kb and NHEJ with the size between 4 kb to 1 Mb (n = 61, 100 and 100, respec-
tively). Software Lumpy[49], Sniffles[50] and npInv were applied to the above datasets.
Positive predicted value (PPV) and sensitivity were estimated for each method. Lumpy
did not detect NAHR inversion and genotype information is not available for Lumpy or
Sniffles.
read length. This reflects limitations of existing alignment algorithms on long error-prone
reads. When the aligners align long read data, they have to decrease the penalty for
gap opening and extending in order to adapt the relatively high sequencing error rate in
long read sequencing. As a result, aligners preferred to incorrectly align more sequence
at the inversion breakpoint. Even worse, when the inversion was short compared to the
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read length, the aligner might fully align the inversion spanning read to the reference
with wrong gap opening and extending at the inversion flipping sequence (Figure 2.3).
In this case, an inversion supporting read would be incorrectly regarded as a reference
supporting read.
IR IRInversion
0.0
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107167500 107170000 107172500 107175000
Chromosome 6 position
R
at
e
Type
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FIGURE 2.3: Error rates distribution around a wrong mapping homozygous inversion
region.
The border of inverted repeats (IR) and inversion are shown as vertical lines. Substitution,
deletion, and insertion rate are estimated from all the alignments in this region. Many
alignments are spanning the whole inversion regions (figure not show). The high error
rate within inversion indicates wrong alignments.
npInv was the only algorithm which reports the genotype for each inversion. To cor-
rectly genotype an inversion both the inversion read and reference read should be de-
tected correctly. npInv’s genotype consistency was higher than 90% for long NHEJ inver-
sions and NAHR inversions but was lower for short NHEJ inversions with low coverage
and long reads (9kb) (Figure 2.2g). The genotyping error is mainly caused by the limits
of sensitivity in detecting reads supporting the inversion, and as a result counting these
reads as reference-supporting, leading to homozygous inversions being annotated as
heterozygous(Figure 2.4). This was particularly a problem in conjunction with the issues
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regarding alignment to short inversions as discussed in the previous paragraph (Figure
2.3).
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FIGURE 2.4: The performance of genotyping inversion from simulated and real data
Each dot is an inversion. X and Y axes are the common logarithm of the estimated refer-
ence and inversion allele depth, respectively. ”Hetero” and ”Homo” are for heterozygous
and homozygous inversion, respectively. Reference and inversion allele depth are esti-
mated by npInv from (a) simulation data (40 folds and average read length 6 kb NAHR
inversion) and (b) real data (NA12878 nanopore data[36]). The genotype represented
in the legend is the true genotype in the simulation (a) or validated database (b)[89], re-
spectively. The colored ellipse indicates high confidence genotype prediction by npInv.
2.3.2 Benchmarking the software using real data
We aligned Nanopore high coverage human sequencing data on sample NA12878[36]
to GRCh37 and identified 41 inversions using npInv. We compared our results to a ’truth
dataset’ of inversions from InvFest[89], which is a database of validated inversions using
various techniques including fluorescent in situ hybridization (FISH), polymerase chain
reaction (PCR)[90–99].
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We also compared this result to short read sequencing result of NA12878 by Delly[48]
and Pendleton et al[100](Figure 2.5). Pendleton et al (described as ”Assembly”) detected
inversion by aligning contigs generated from a long read (Pacbio) assembler to a ref-
erence. npInv detected 18 (15 NAHR, 3 NHEJ) novel inversions and 23 (15 NAHR, 8
NHEJ) inversions overlapping one or more dataset, of which 13 inversions are included in
the truth dataset. npInv analysis of nanopore sequence data had the largest overlap with
the validated dataset compared to the PacBio assembly (5) and Delly Illumina analysis
(8). This is because npInv (mean inversion size 61 kb) can detect both short and long
inversions, while assembly (mean 1.8 kb) and Delly (mean 2.3 kb) preferentially identify
short inversions. Inversions from the InvFEST database which could not be detected by
npInv include inversions shorter than 2 kb (3), flanked by IR longer than 7 kb (5) or inver-
sion with a deletion (1). In other words, npInv could detect all nine detectable (IR< 7kb)
validated NAHR inversion as well as four out of five validated NHEJ inversion with size>
2kb.
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FIGURE 2.5: Intersection of four inversion datasets for individual NA12878.
The four inversion datasets are labelled a. Validated (from InvFEST[89]); Delly (derived
from Illumina sequence data by Sudmant, et al[77]);Assembly (derived from a PacBio
assembly by Pendleton, et al[100] and npInv, derived from nanopore sequence data. (a)
and (b) are for NAHR and NHEJ inversions, respectively. The number of inversions in the
intersection is shown in the bar chart. The connected dots below the bar chart indicate
which methods are included in each intersection. The mean size of inversions in the
intersection is shown under each bar. Intersection containing both npInv and validated
are highlight with blue. The total number of predicted inversion is shown on the bottom
left. This figure was generated using ggplot2[101] and modified version of UpSetR[102].
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We also used a set of validated 36 inversion sites in NA18278 (derived from InvFEST)
to validate genotype consistency of npInv. The genotype consistency for homozygous ref-
erence, heterozygous inversion, and homozygous inversion are 100%(23/23), 83%(5/6)
and 86%(6/7) in the real data, respectively. Overall it is 94%(34/36).
2.3.3 Experimental validation of novel inversions
We selected three novel inversions of size > 1kb predicted by npInv which could be
validated using a PCR based approach(performed by Tania Duarte and Devika Gane-
samoorthy). As this requires a PCR product which spans the inverted repeats, this
placed an upper limit on the size of the IR to be less than 2 kb. Three of 18 novel inver-
sions passed these criteria predicted from npInv. We checked inversion 4q35.2 (NHEJ),
3q21.3 (NAHR) and 10q11.22 (NHEJ) by PCR (Figure 2.6). Among these 3 inversions,
there were 2 predicted heterozygous (4q35.2 and 3q21.3) and 1 homozygous inversion
(10q11.22). We were able to validate predicted genotypes at both NAHR inversions.
However, the 4q35.2 NHEJ inversion, could not be validated by PCR. Visual inspection
of aligned nanopore reads revealed a clear structural variation breakpoint (Figure 2.7
top) which was also predicted to be an inversion by Sniffles[50]. However, inspection
of Pacbio[100] reads revealed almost no clipped reads, indicating an absence of an in-
version (Figure 2.7 bottom). We surmise that the inversion observed in the nanopore
sequence data may be due to a somatic mutation which occurred in a precursor cell to
those used for Nanopore sequencing, however, this is difficult to prove without access to
the exact cell-line used in sequencing.
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FIGURE 2.6: PCR products validating three inversions(4q35.2, 3q21.3 and 10q11.22).
A band indicates this sequence exists in the genome. Lane1, 4q35.2 non-
inverted(reference). Lane2, 4q35.2 inverted. 4q35.2 is predicted to be heterozygous.
Lane3, 3q21.3 non-inverted. Lane4, 3q21.3 inverted. 3q21.3 is predicted to be heterozy-
gous. Lane5, 10q11.22 non-inverted. Lane6, 10q11.22 inverted. 10q11.22 is predicted to
be homozygous. Lane7, Non-template control(NC). Primers could be found at Table A.1.
It was performed by Tania Duarte and Devika Ganesamoorthy
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FIGURE 2.7: IGV view for left breakpoint on inversion 4q35.2.
The top and bottom bam file are from Nanopore[36] and Pacbio[100], respectively. Each
horizontal line is an aligned read. The middle vertical line on top indicates the left break-
point for the NHEJ inversion.
2.4 Discussion
We developed a new tool, npInv, to detect and genotype inversion from long read
sequencing data, with particular application to data generated using Oxford Nanopore
sequencing technologies devices. The application of npInv shows high accuracy in both
simulation and real data. With the possible widespread adoption of long read sequencing
data, application of npInv could help extend our understanding of the extent of inversion
polymorphism, their evolutionary significance, and their clinical impact.
We further tested long read aligners (Minimap2[34], NGMLR[50], BLASR[103], and
GraphMap[104]) by npInv on simulated high depth(40X) long reads (9k) short NHEJ (<
4kb) inversion dataset, although npInv detected no inversion from BLASR and GraphMap
alignments(see Methods). Minimap2 and NGMLR improved the PPV and sensitivity for
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inversion detection from (0.96,0.76) to (1,0.79) and (0.98,0.9) respectively although geno-
type consistency decreased from 0.95 to 0.59 and 0.88 (Figure 2.8). We investigated this
improvement by analyzing the mutation rates on a simulated 0.8 kb inversion(see Meth-
ods). We found mutation rates of Minimap2 and NGMLR were almost the same on both
the inversion and its flanking regions, while the mutation rates of BWA-MEM, BLASR
and GraphMap were higher at the inversion region (Figure 2.9a, 2.9b, and 2.9c). Min-
imap2 obtained higher insertion rate before or after inversion(Figure 2.9c) and generated
some long insertions(Figure 2.9d). This suggested Minimap2 preferred to use one or
more insertions and deletions to explain an inversion. NGMLR generated more alignment
breakpoints at both inversion left and right breakpoints(Figure 2.9e). This also suggested
NGMLR preferred to chop an inversion around inversion breakpoints into multiple sub-
alignments. Both approaches can generate more reliable inversion supporting reads,
which improve the accuracy of npInv.
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FIGURE 2.8: Evaluation of BWA-MEM, Minimap2 and NGMLR using npInv with short NHEJ
inversions
npInv is applied to alignment from BWA-MEM[33], Minimap2[34] and NGMLR[50] on high
depth(40X) long read(9000 bp) short NHEJ(< 4kb) inversion simulation dataset. PPV:
Positive predictive value. S: Sensitivity. GC: Genotype consistency.
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FIGURE 2.9: Error rates distribution of 5 aligners.
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(Continue.) BLASR[103], BWA-MEM[33], GraphMap[104], Minimap2[34] and
NGMLR[50] align simulated long reads (9 kb) to a simulated short inversion(0.8 kb). The
inversion breakpoints are shown as vertical dashed lines. a, b and c are substitution,
deletion and insertion rate distribution for each 100 bps window around the inversion(see
Methods). *: Insertion rate more than 0.5 are downscaled to 0.5. d, Insertion size distribu-
tion in a logarithmic scale. Minimap2 generates long size insertions while other aligners
do not. e, Alignment breakpoints histogram. NGMLR generates more breakpoints around
inversion breakpoints comparing to other aligners.
Detecting inversions from long reads requires a different approach compared to short
reads. The key process of long read inversion detection is finding the correct sub-read
alignment using long and high-error sequencing data while the key process of short read
inversion detection is correct combination of read-pair information and split-read align-
ment using high accuracy sequencing data. We have demonstrated that using a split-
read approach commonly used by short-read SV detection algorithms is less sensitive,
particularly with respect to detecting inversions flanked by inverted repeats than using
sub-reads. Both Sniffles and npInv identify inversions primarily by looking for subread
alignments with different orientations. Sniffles identifies inversions as part of a process
of identifying multiple classes of SV, whereas npInv is purely focused on the detection
of inversions. Both Sniffles and npInv have similar performance on high coverage long-
read datasets; however, by optimizing parameters for inversion detection, npInv is able
to achieve higher sensitivity on lower coverage long-read sequencing datasets without
sacrificing specificity. npInv also uses information on the overlap of sub-read alignments
to annotate inversions as NHEJ or NAHR mediated inversions.
Park et al. (2015)[105] described a method to detect and genotype inversions. The
key genotyping methods were reverse transcription-polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR),
long-range PCR and sequencing, which were described in RD et al. (2006)[106]. Their
experimental validation methods were different from computational detection method in
this thesis. To validate our genotyping accuracy, similar PCR approaches are applied to
validate and genotype inversions(see PCR section in this chapter).
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2.5 Methods
2.5.1 Detecting and genotyping inversion
npInv’s pipeline and pseudo code are shown in Figure 2.9 and in supplementary meth-
ods, respectively. In brief, npInv scans the alignment file for reads that contain pairs of
sub-alignments mapping to the same chromosome but with the different orientation (Fig-
ure 2.10). A pair of sub-alignments means two adjacent non-nested alignments. For
example, read ”A” has four non-nested alignments: ”A1”, ”A2”, ”A3” and ”A4”. ”A1”-
”A2”, ”A2”-”A3” and ”A3”-”A4” are three pairs of sub-alignments. npInv records this sub-
alignment pair as an inversion signal. If a sub-alignment pair overlap in the original read,
npInv records this overlapping sequence as an inverted repeat. npInv clusters and filters
all the inversion signals in order to detect into inversion event based on position and the
number of inversion signals in the cluster. npInv reports both the number of reads which
support an inversion, as well as the number of reads supporting the non-inverted allele
(reads which span the inversion breakpoints). Finally, npInv applies a binomial model[62]
to genotype inversion from these read counts (see Methods). npInv reports the position,
mechanism, and genotype of each inversion.
2.5.2 Analysis of long read sub-alignment
npInv focuses on reads which have multiple sub-alignments. For each of these sub-
alignments, i, we sort the alignments by its left-most location in the read. Then we record
the (startiread, end
i
read) coordinates of the alignment on the read, the (start
i
ref , end
i
ref ) co-
ordinates in the reference genome, as well as the reference orientation and chromosome.
For a read containing multiple sub-alignments (Figure 2.10), we perform the following
analysis. We first filter alignments with length less than 500 bps or for which the align-
ment interval on the read is totally contained by another alignment interval. Next, for each
pair of read-adjacent alignment intervals (which are allowed to overlap), we keep pairs
mapping to the same chromosome and in different alignment orientation as potential in-
version signals (A1-A2, B1-B2 in Figure 2.10). If the first subalignment is in the forward
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FIGURE 2.9: Software pipeline.
This diagram indicates the process by which inversion supporting subalignments are ex-
tracted from the BAM file. The same color bars indicate the alignment from the same
reads. Half arrows indicate the orientation of the alignment. (1) The original alignment
in a region. (2) Reads with multiple sub-alignments to the same chromosome are re-
tained. Uniquely aligned reads are removed. (3) We obtain inversion signals and identify
inverted repeats from sub-alignment. If inverted repeats (green dash lines) are observed,
inversions are classified as NAHR, otherwise, it is classified as NHEJ. Non-inversion infor-
mation reads are removed. (4) Inversion signals were merged into regions as blue arcs.
(5) Once the inversion regions are defined, we estimated the number of inversion reads
as well as the number of reads supporting the non-inverted (reference) allele, which are
removed in the step (2). Horizontal black dash line indicates the classification of inversion
and reference reads. Finally, the software predicts the inversion with position, mechanism,
and genotype.
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strand, we record this signal as an inversion forward supporting signal. Otherwise, we
record as a reverse signal. If the first alignment’s location in reference is bigger than the
second alignment, we record this signal as a left breakpoint inversion supporting signal.
Otherwise, we record this signal as right. The overlap between the alignment intervals
on the read (light blue and dark blue in Figure 2.10) represents the size of the inverted
repeat (assuming the read length is longer than the repeat unit). Thus we use a threshold
on this overlap to indicate whether the inversion was likely formed by NAHR. The default
threshold is 500 bp. Only one of these pair of read alignments includes sequence from
the inversion itself (Figure 2.10). All inversion signals are sorted by chromosome and
left-most start position on the reference genome.
2.5.3 Analysis of inversion signal
After scanning the bam file by split read analysis, the software identifies numerous
inversion signals. The user has the option of providing a database of known IR pairs in
the genome. If this is provided, the software creates a bin for each IR in the database
which is used to merge inversion signals. Each bin represents an inversion call. For
each candidate inversion, we check whether the left breakpoint and right breakpoint are
within X bp (in practice, X=2000) in the IR databases left and right repeat sequence. (The
optimal value for parameter X depends on the data and the genome, where a smaller
X will split inversion signals because the breakpoints of long high-error read are aligned
imprecisely and a bigger X will merge signals that do not belong to this inversion. I found
that via testing multiple values on simulated data that X=2000 is the best value.) If true,
group them in this IR bin and delete the binned signal. If the user does not provide an IR
database, and also for the remaining signals which cannot be clustered around known IR,
inversion signals are grouped into the same bin if their reference start and end are both
less than X bp (default 2000) from each other. We then investigate whether each merged
inversion signal contains supporting reads on both forward and reverse strands, and also
at both left and right breakpoints. The output inversion’s start and end are the mean value
of the left breakpoints and right breakpoints, respectively. The output inversion left and
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FIGURE 2.10: Illustration of effect of a NAHR mediated inversion on long read sub-
alignments.
Idealised NAHR inversion and reference are shown in the first two panels. Inverted re-
peats are shown as dark and light blue. Orange, dark purple, and blue hashed rectangles
indicate unique sequence. The direction of the hashing indicates its orientation. The third
panel (red) shows a read supporting the left breakpoint of the inversion. The large arrow
indicates the original unmapped read. The smaller arrows indicate two sub-alignments,
with the direction of the arrow indicating the alignment orientation, and the horizontal
dashed line indicating aligned and clipped sequence. The dot lines indicate the position
of the sub-alignment on the original read. The fourth panel (green) is similar to the third
panel, except that it illustrates the read supporting the right breakpoint.
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right breakpoint start and end are the minimum and maximum alignment position at left
and right breakpoint in the reference, respectively. We calculate the inversion supporting
read Rinv as the sum of reads supporting the left and right breakpoint signal for geno-
typing inversion. If a read supports both left and right breakpoint, it will count as one left
breakpoint signal and one right breakpoint signal.
npInv annotates the inversion longer than L(parameter, default 1 mb) as long inversion.
We consider that long inversions may not be reliably identified for several reasons. Firstly
all validated NHEJ inversions are less than 1 mb [89]. Secondly, as I have shown in
chapter 3, long NAHR inversions are mediated by long inverted repeats, so that a 1
mb inversion is typically mediated by a 10 kb+ repeat, which is still difficult to obtain
at high depth. As high depth ultra long Nanopore sequencing becomes more feasible this
threshold could be relaxed.
2.5.4 Analysis of non-inversion signal
We calculate the average substitution, deletion, and insertion rate and their standard
deviations from the first min(10000, all) primary alignments. In alignment evaluation, er-
ror rates are better than mapping quality because mapping quality may decrease around
repetitive sequences (see section 1.4.2) while these repetitive alignments sometimes con-
tain true inversion or non-inversion signals. For each alignment overlapping with inversion,
we define its inversion region as (max(left breakpoint start, alignment start), min(right
breakpoint end, alignment end)). We calculate three error rates (substitution, deletion,
and insertion rate) in its inversion region from the primary alignments. If the all three error
rates are less than its average rate plus its one standard deviation, we kept this alignment
as a reference supporting alignment. We calculate the sum of reference supporting read
Rref for the next step. If a read spans both left and right breakpoint and passes the crite-
ria, it will count as one reference left breakpoint signal and one reference right breakpoint
signal.
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2.5.5 Inversion genotyping
For each binned inversion, we get the number of inversion and reference supporting
reads (Rinv,Rref ) from the above step. Applying binomial model[62] on the genotyping
inversion, the posterior probability P of genotype G = grefref , grefinv, ginvInv conditional on
the observed read counts Rref and Rinv could be written as below.
P (G|Rref , Rinv) ∝ P (Rref , Rinv|G)P (G) (2.1)
The likelihood P (Rref , Rinv|G) could be written as
P (RRef , RInv|G) ∝

(1− 1)Rref Rinv2 , G = grefref
(1−1
2
+ 2
2
)Rref ( 1
2
+ 1−2
2
)Rinv , G = grefinv

Rref
1 (1− 2)Rinv , G = grefinv
, (2.2)
where 1 and 2 are the error rates of incorrectly assigning an inversion-supporting read
to a reference supporting read and vice-versa, respectively(in practice, we use 1 = 2 =
0.01, however with availability of more data it would be possible to infer specific mis-
assignment rates). We assume an uniform prior such that P (G = ginv) = P (G = gref ) =
0.5 and then by Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium P (G = grefref ) = P (G = ginvInv) = 0.25
and P (G = grefinv) = 0.5. Then we choose the maximum posterior probability genotype
as the genotype for the individual. The genotype quality Q is calculated as the second
maximum posterior probability P2nd divided by the maximum posterior probability P1st in
Phred quality score as below.
Q = −10log10P2nd
P1st
(2.3)
Inversion simulation and benchmarking
We chose the whole GRCh37 chromosome 21 as the reference. We grouped the
inversions into three types, which were NAHR, short (0-4 kb) NHEJ and long (4 kb to
1 Mb) NHEJ inversions. We simulated 61 NAHR, 100 short and 100 long NHEJ non-
overlapping inversions in reference chromosome 21. NAHR inversions were simulated
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based on the reference IR (>500 bp, unsolved large NAHR inversion) from IRF[107] and
limited to 61 non-overlapping NAHR inversions on chromosome 21.
We randomly set the genotype of inversion as heterozygous or homozygous. Then we
simulated a diploid chromosome 21 and flipped over the simulated inversion interval in
one or two chromosomes according to its genotype. Next, we used readsim[88](version
1.6) to simulate reads from this diploid chromosome with an average read length of 3 kb, 6
kb or 9 kb. Sequence substitution, insertion, and deletion rates were set at 5.1%, 4.9% and
7.8%, respectively based on previously described characteristics of nanopore sequence
data[26]. Sequence depth was set at 5, 10, 20 or 40 folds for different simulations. The
readsim parameter is sim fa –rev strd on –tech nanopore –read mu 3000,6000,9000 –
read dist exp –cov mu 5,10,20,40 –err sub mu 0.051 –err in mu 0.049 –err del mu 0.078.
Simulation reads were aligned by BWA-MEM[33](version 0.7.15-r1142-dirty) to chro-
mosome 21. The BWA-MEM parameter is -t 16 -x ont2d -M, which is suggested by
Sniffles’ readme. The alignment result was used for npInv (version 1.2), as well as for
software Lumpy[49] and Sniffles[50]. We run Lumpy (v0.2.13) from its executable file
named lumpy with parameter -mw 4 -tt 1e-3 -sr bam file:BAMINPUT, back distance:20,
weight:1,id:1, min mapping threshold:1. Sniffles (version 1.0.5) was downloaded from
https://github.com/fritzsedlazeck/Sniffles. We applied Sniffles directly to the sim-
ulation bam files with the default parameter. Lumpy or Sniffles inversions were called
when their vcf ALT fields are equal to <INV>. An inversion was classified as positive pre-
dictive inversion when the true simulation inversion interval was 90% overlapping with the
predictive inversion interval, and vice-versa. Finally, the positive predictive value (PPV),
sensitivity (S) and genotype consistency (GC) were calculated for different datasets.
We aligned high depth(40X) long read(9000 bp) short NHEJ(< 4kb) inversion simula-
tion dataset by Minimap2[34] (version 2.9-r720), NGMLR[50] (version 0.2.7), GraphMap[104]
(version v0.5.2) and BLASR[103] (version 1.3.1). The Minimap2 parameter is ”-t 15 -k15
-w5 –splice -g2000 -G200k -A1 -B2 -O2,32 -E1,0 -C9 -z200 -ub –splice-flank=yes”. The
NGMLR parameter is ”-x ont”. The GraphMap and BLASR parameters are both defaults.
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Polymerase chain reaction validation
Polymerase chain reaction(PCR) was used to validate 3 inversions detected from the
sequencing data. Two forward primers were designed to overlap the inversion break-
points, one to amplify the reference copy and a second primer to amplify the inverted
copy with a shared reverse primer. PCR reactions were performed using 1x HotStar Taq
DNA Polymerase (Qiagen), 2.5mM MgCl2, 200nM of forward primer (either to amplify the
reference or the inverted sequence), 200nM reverse primer and 2ng/uL of DNA NA12878.
PCR conditions were optimized for each PCR target. The following PCR conditions were
used: hot start at 95oC for 15 minutes, 35 cycles of 95oC for 30s, 60oC for 30s and 72oC
for 4 minutes with a final extension of 10 minutes at 72oC. An annealing temperature of
55oC was used to amplify the inverted sequence of 3q21.3. PCR products were ana-
lyzed by horizontal electrophoresis on 1.5% agarose gel. PCR validation of inversion was
performed by Tania Duarte and Devika Ganesamoorthy.
2.5.6 Availability of data and materials
We used a nanopore human dataset from https://github.com/nanopore-wgs-consortium/
NA12878 under the Creative Commons CC-BY license[36]. It was generated by MinION
R9.4 1D chemistry[36]. npInv(version 1.2) was an open-source Java runnable jar file
available at https://github.com/haojingshao/npInv with license GPL-3.0. It was run
and tested on Mac OS and Linux with java version 1.8.0 66 and 1.8.0 112.
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Algorithm 1 Program pseudocode part 1.
Input: alignment in bam format
Output: inversions INV in vcf format
for all reads in bam do
if alignments > 1 then
for all alignment ⊂ this read do
if alignment 6⊂ other alignment and alignment > L and alignment chromosome
= adjacent alignment chromosome and alignment orientation 6= adjacent align-
ment orientation then
inv.firstBreakpoint=alignment position
inv.secondBreakpoint=adjacent alignment position
if alignment ∩ adjacent alignment 6= Φ then
inv.invertedRepeat=alignment ∩ adjacent alignment
end if
InvSignali=inv
i=i+1
end if
end for
end if
end for
for all inv ∈ InvSignal do
if invi ⊆ IR then
IRj.signalk = invi
k=k+1
delete invi from InvSignal
end if
end for
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Algorithm 2 Program pseudocode part 2.
for all inv ∈ InvSignal do
if invi ⊆ INV then
INVj.signalk = invi
k=k+1
else
j=j+1
create INVj
INVj.singal0 = invi
end if
end for
INV = INV ∪ IR
for all inv ∈ INV do
if invi has signal from both first and second breakpoint and invi has signal from both
forward and reverse strand then
GENOTYPE(invi)
else
delete invi
end if
end for
output INV
L=500, in practice. Initially, i, j and k=0.
3
The mechanism, origin, distribution of
NHEJ and NAHR inversion
3.1 Mechanisms of formation of inversion
There are three main hypothetical mechanisms for inversion formation. The first one is
Non-Homologous End Joining (NHEJ)[58]. It is a pathway for repairing double-stranded
breaks in DNA(Figure 3.1 left), and the inversion sequence directly ligates to breakpoint
without homologous sequence. This could happen at random location in the genome and
some of them could be formatted by Microhomologous Mediated End Joining (MMEJ)[58]
or, also known as alternative non-homologous end joining (Alt-NHEJ). The main differ-
ence between NHEJ and MMEJ is that MMEJ has 5-25 base pairs sequence(microhomologous)
at the breakpoint.
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FIGURE 3.1: Repairing DSB by NHEJ and DSB recombination.
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(Previous page.) NHEJ: non homologous end joining. Blue lines mean DSB sequences.
Red lines mean homologous chromosome sequences. Dash red lines are new synthesis
sequences. Orange lines are sequences induced by NHEJ, which may contain insertion
or deletion.
The second mechanism is Non-Allele Homologous Recombination(NAHR), which hap-
pens between two homologous sequences(Figure 3.1 right). When a pair of homolo-
gous sequences is in the same orientation, NAHR could result in (tandem) Insertion
or Deletion[108]. Otherwise, when a pair of homologous sequences(also known as In-
verted Repeats (IR)), is in the reverse orientation, NAHR could result in inversion[21].
There are lots of inverted repeats in the human genome as they are part of segmental
duplications[21] and their sizes vary from 500bps to 1,000,000bps.
The last one is fork stalling and template switching(FoSTeS)[109]. Briefly, during DNA
replication, the replication fork stalls and invade another near template base on regional
low copy repeat(LCR). An invasion could be both 5 to 3 or 3 to 5 and only require micro-
homologous. This template switching could happen many times until the replication fork
proceeds normally. When the switching template is in the opposite strand, an inversion
could be generated. This could result in multiple copy number variation and unbalance
inversion among these regions[109]. The FoSTeS inversions are rarely being observed
and validated in the human genome and expected to have a complex breakpoint, so we
mainly focus on NHEJ and NAHR inversion.
3.2 Inverted repeats map for the human genome
Since all NAHR inversion are mediated by inverted repeats, an inverted repeats map
can cover all potential NAHR inversion. To generate a comprehensive inverted repeats
map, we first compare the results from three methods(figure 3.2). The first method(named
”SD”) detects 4232 IRs. It is generated by extracting inverted duplications in the same
chromosome from segmental duplication (SD) database[21]. The second method (named
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”IRF”) detects 169724 IRs by running inverted repeats finder (IRF)[107] for each chromo-
some, but the compute resource limits the size of IR and distance between IR to 50 kb
and 300 kb, respectively. The third method (named ”LAST”[110]) detects 28457479 IRs
by reverse alignment using LAST[110] of each chromosome with no size selection. I man-
ually filter the IR with identity less than 90%. The LAST results detect more IR than other
methods and mainly cover all the IR detected by the other methods, as it has a wider size
range. Thus I use LAST results in the inverted repeats map.
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FIGURE 3.2: Inverted repeats size and identity distribution from three methods.
Three methods are SD[21](>1k, identity>90%),IRF[107] and LAST[110](see Methods).
a, b and c are length distribution. d, e and f are identity distribution.
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As the size of IR increase, the number of IR decrease rapidly. Interestingly, there is
a high peak at a size of around 400 bp, which is the standard size of repeat element
SINE, indicating the random inverted interspersed repeats largely contribute to the IR
distribution. As the identity increase, the number of IR also decreases rapidly from IRF
and LAST result. But this decline does not apply to SD, the number of SD are also
constant across all identity. In the below section, I will further investigate the relation
between IR size and IR distance and the combination preference at IR.
3.3 Inversion map for NA12878
We combined all inversions detected by four different approaches on NA12878 includ-
ing Delly applied to Illumina sequence data[77], Pendleton et al. applied to Pacbio and
Bionano sequence data[100], InvFest database of validated inversions[89], as well as
novel inversions discovered by npInv. This resulted in a set of 87 known inversions, which
we mapped to a karyogram(Figure 3.3, Table A.2). We observed that NAHR inversions
(mean size 275kbp) are longer than NHEJ or FoSTeS inversions (3.8 kb, Figure 3.4)).
Short read methods like Delly[48] primarily focus on NHEJ inversion or NAHR inversion
for which IR size is shorter than library insert size. Thus, it mainly reports the distribution
of NHEJ inversions. On the other hand, the long read splitting method at IR like npInv
could extend the range of detection to longer NAHR inversion(Figure 3.4).
We classified inversions according to the size of flanking IR as short (<500bp), median
(500-7000bp) and long (>7kb, Table 3.1). Short IR inversions can be detected by PEM
based methods from short read sequencing data and local assembly[111], particularly as
the local sequence structure is typically not repetitive around short variants. Median IR
inversions are efficiently detected using npInv as shown above.
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FIGURE 3.3: An inversion map for NA12878.
A karyogram of the human genome is depicted. Chromosome cytogenetic bands are
shown as white, gray and black blocks. Green bars are NAHR or palindrome inversions.
Blue bars are NHEJ or FoSTeS inversions. The red line pairs indicate inverted repeats
which may mediate NAHR inversions. The bars and line pairs will be seen as a line if the
distance between them is short. The lines on the chromosome left are potential NAHR
inversions by genome(GRCh37) composition while the lines on the chromosome right are
predicted inversions by existing methods.
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FIGURE 3.4: Inversion length distribution in density
a. Length distribution for NAHR and NHEJ/FoSTeS inversion. We broadly regard the
non NAHR inversion as NHEJ/FoSTeS inversion. b. Length distribution for Delly[48, 77],
Assembly[100], npInv and Validated[89–99] data sets. Density was estimated by function
density in R.
TABLE 3.1: Classification of inversions and their solution
’: Assuming the short read sequencing insert size is 500 bp. Assuming the NAHR inver-
sion with IRs shorter than 7k is solved by npInv. INF means infinity. IR: inverted repeat.
Class IR size(bp) Minimum inversion size(bp) Type of inversion Efficient detection method Count of inversion
Short <500’ 2 NHEJ/FoSTeS, NAHR Pair end mapping/Local assembly 52
Median 500-7000 1000 NAHR Split long read 23
Long 7000+ 14000 NAHR Microscope, other 12
3.4 Characteristics of NAHR inversions
We investigated the relationship between IR and NAHR inversion by summarizing all
the background IR in the genome as well as predicted and validated NAHR inversions
(Figure 3.5, see Methods). The background IRs mainly occur with length less than 10 kb
and between repeat distance ranging from 10 Mb to 100 Mb. There are two hotspots for
IR at around 300bp and 6000bp, which is mainly due to the random distribution of short
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interspersed nuclear elements (SINEs) and long interspersed nuclear elements (LINEs)
in the chromosome. If the probability of a NAHR inversion occurring is equal amongst
all the IRs, the distribution of NAHR inversion should be the same as the distribution
of background IR. However, we found the NAHR inversion distribution is totally different
from the background IR distribution. Surprisingly, there is an almost linear relationship
between the size of inverted repeats and the inversion, as well as an apparent empirical
upper and lower bound on the size of an IR which can mediate an inversion of a certain
size. For example, a 1Mb inversion can only be mediated by an IR of length greater than
50kb. This suggests only some IRs have the potential to mediate non-allelic homologous
recombination and become a NAHR inversion. Furthermore, for small (size<3 kb) NAHR
inversion, IR sequence must almost have a 100% identity. For larger (IR>50 kb) NAHR
inversions, the size of first and second inverted repeats are not always the same and
the identity could be lower (0.90 to 0.99). As the size of IR increase, the tolerance of
recombination also increases.
We use this observed relationship to map the potential location of inversion medi-
ated by large IR (>7kb) in the human genome, which is still not well characterized by
sequencing-based approaches. We filter all IR pairs with the length greater than 7kb on
the basis of the distance between the repeats (see Methods) to identify IR pairs which
can mediate inversions (Figure 3.5). This leaves 140 regions in which large IR inversions
could occur (Figure 3.3). All of the 5 known NAHR inversions with IR greater than 7kb
observed in NA18278 occur within one of these regions.
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FIGURE 3.5: Relationship between inverted repeats (IR) length and distance between
repeats.
(a) is from all validated inversions from invFest and (b) is from predicted NAHR inversion
at NA12878 using npInv. Two points are drawn for each pair of IR which mediates a
NAHR inversion. In the majority of cases the pair of IRs have similar length and so the
two points are co-localised; otherwise, the two points are connected by a line. The y-axis
indicates the distance between the IRs and the x-axis indicates the length of the IR. The
dotted line indicates the linear regression from log10 average size of IR to log10 size of
inversion without flanking IR. The equation for it is shown at bottom right. The background
heat map indicates the count of IR in the genome with the given IR length and distance
between IR. The size of short interspersed nuclear elements (SINEs, 300 bp) and long
interspersed nuclear elements(LINEs, 7 kb) is shown in the x-axis legend. Palindromic
sequences are excluded.
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We also test the relationship between IR and identity in the preceding data set. We
find that the IRs with identity from 0.95 to 0.99 is statistically longer than the remaining IRs
(t-test, p-value < 0.02; t-test on logarithm, p-value < 0.002). The mean size of IRs with
identity from 0.95 to 0.99 is 88 kb while the mean size of remaining IRs is 24 kb(IR<0.95:
34 kb, IR>0.99: 17 kb). It is consistent with the observations that NAHR mediated dis-
orders usually involve duplications that are more than 95% identity and longer than 10
kb[68, 112].
3.5 Discussion
We report the most comprehensive whole-genome inversion map to date, consisting
of 87 inversions, of which 38 are NAHR mediated inversions and the remained are NHEJ
or FOSTES mediated. The ability of this approach to detect NAHR mediated inversions
is limited by the depth of coverage of sequence reads of length greater than the size of
the flanking inverted repeat. The data we used has 6.8X coverage of fragments of 7kb or
longer and we were able to detect all validated inversions in NA12878 of length less than
7kb. This indicates that 7x coverage of reads greater than Xkb is the minimum required
to detect inversions flanked by repeats of Xkb. There are a further 2130 IRs with length
above 7 kb, which may not be detectable using this data set. We reduced the number
of IR by exploiting the knowledge of the potential sites of NAHR inversion and merging
the overlapping IRs. We finally identified a further potential 140 inversion loci with IR
length greater than 7 kb(see Methods). An increase in the yield of ultra-long (>100 kb)
sequence data on this sample, coupled with algorithmic improvements in the alignment
of long reads will help refine the location of inversions flanked by these long IR.
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3.6 Methods
3.6.1 Inverted repeats mapping
Different size of invert repeats required different methods. Long (> 1kb) inverted re-
peats were identified by extracting inverted duplications from SD database[21] at http:
//humanparalogy.gs.washington.edu/. This contains long inverted repeats with long
(> 10kb) insertions or deletions. Median(> 500bp) inverted repeats were identified by run-
ning inverted repeats finder[107](IRF, version 3.05) for each chromosome. The parameter
was 2 3 5 80 10 800 50000 300000 -d -h -t4 1000 -t5 10000 -t7 300000. Short (> 100bp)
inverted repeats were identified by using last[? ](v458) to align each chromosome to its
self. Each alignment pair with an identity greater than 0.90 was defined as an inverted
repeats pair. The parameter was -s 0 (reversed alignment).
In order to identify loci with potentially undetected NAHR inversions (for figure 3.3),
we first filtered the IR (inferred from SD database[21]) less than 7 kb to identify 2130 IRs.
This threshold was chosen because npInv detected all know NAHR inversions mediated
by IRs shorter than 7 kb.
We carried out a linear regression of IR length against the inversion size on all InvFEST
and all npInv detected inversions in NA12878 respectively. The regression parameters
obtained are similar. We use the InvFEST regression parameters to build a predictive
model of the length of IR against the distance between IR (i.e. the minimum potential
inversion size). We removed the IRs outside of 90% prediction interval by R to identify
1302 IRs. Then we applied BEDTools[113] to sort and merge these regions into 140
non-overlapping genomic regions.
3.6.2 Detection of inversion on NA12878
NA12878 raw data[36](version rel3) was downloaded from https://github.com/nanopore-
wgs-consortium/NA12878. This data was prepared by two new rapid kits (1D) runs with a
new long DNA extraction method. It used 39 flowcells and generated about 30x coverage
data set(14183584 reads, 91240120433 bases).
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We aligned it to GRCh37 by BWA-MEM[33](version 0.7.15-r1142-dirty). The key pa-
rameter was -k11 -W20 -r10 -A1 -B1 -O1 -E1 -L0 -Y. We ran npInv(version 1.2) with default
parameter. The predicted inversions are the inversions whose ”FILTER” field is equal to
”PASS” in the vcf[114] file.
3.6.3 Classification of inversion by mechanism
For inversions from InvFEST, we accepted the mechanism from InvFEST. For the re-
maining unclassified inversions, we checked whether the start and end were within in-
verted repeats from the SD database[21]. If a pair of inverted repeats was found, we clas-
sified the inversion as NAHR mediated with IR sizes and identity from SD database. Oth-
erwise, we extracted the whole inversion sequence and aligned it to itself by YASS[115]. If
the YASS’s dotplot showed inverted repeats sequences at both the start and the end, we
classified it into NAHR inversion. The IR sizes and identity were determined by the YASS’s
alignment result. When the inversion was totally reverse complement, we classified it as
Palindrome. We classified the remaining inversions into NHEJ/FoSTeS inversion.
4
Ongoing human chromosome end
extension revealed by analysis of BioNano
and nanopore data
4.1 Abstract
The majority of human chromosome ends remain incompletely assembled due to their
highly repetitive structure. In this study, we use BioNano data to anchor and extend
chromosome ends from two European trios as well as two unrelated Asian genomes.
Chromosome ends assembled using Bionano optical mapping technology are structurally
divergent from the reference genome, including both missing sequence and extensions.
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These extensions are heritable and in some cases divergent between Asian and Eu-
ropean samples. Six out of nine predicted extension sequence from NA12878 can be
confirmed and filled by nanopore data. We identify two multi-kilobase sequence families
both enriched more than 100-fold in extension sequence (p-values < 1e-5) whose origins
can be traced to interstitial sequence on ancestral primate chromosome 7. Extensive
sub-telomeric duplication of these families has occurred in human lineage subsequent to
divergence from chimpanzees, with duplication generating a number of fusion genes in
the human genome.
4.2 Introduction
The genome sequence of chromosome ends in the reference human genome remains
incompletely assembled[3, 5, 116]. In the latest draft of the human genome(GRCh38), 21
out of 48 chromosome ends were incomplete; amongst which five chromosome ends
(13p,14p,15p,21p,22p) are completely unknown and the remaining chromosome ends
are capped with 10kb-110kb of unknown sequence. There are many interesting observa-
tions in the chromosome end regions which remain unexplained, such as the observed
increase in genetic divergence between Chimpanzee and Humans towards the chromo-
some ends [117].
Chromosome ends contain telomere sequences and subtelomeric regions. Most hu-
man chromosome subtelomeric regions are duplications of other chromosome subtelom-
eric regions arranged in different combinations, referred to as subtelomeric duplications
(STD). STD are highly divergent between species or even different populations of the
same species [118, 119] and have experienced rapid adaptive selection [118]. Subtelom-
ere length polymorphism is also found in humans[120]. The majority of subtelomeric
duplications have the same orientation towards the chromosome end [118, 119, 121].
Based on this it has been suggested that they originated from reciprocal translocation of
chromosome tips and unbalanced selection [119].
The quality of assembly for the chromosome ends largely depends on the sequenc-
ing technology. To correctly assemble highly duplicated regions like chromosome ends,
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sequence reads or read pairs spanning the repeat are required [122]. Recently, the
NanoChannel Array (Irys System) from BioNano Genomics [37] was introduced. This
technology can generate barcodes on DNA fragments which are hundreds of kilobases
long by detecting the distance between specific enzyme recognition sites. Alignment and
genome assembly are performed based on numerous distinct site distance fragments.
These very long fragments enable construction of individual physical maps, as well as
completing the reference in unknown regions [40]. In this manuscript, we report on ob-
served subtelomeric dynamics using this technology for the first time. We conclude that
these genome dynamics reflect ongoing chromosome extension and deletion and iden-
tify genomic regions which have undergone substantial extension in multiple primate lin-
eages.
4.3 Results
4.3.1 Assembling chromosome ends using BioNano data
We downloaded data from BioNano Genomics(see Methods). The data contains
eight samples, including two family trios (Ashkenazi, CEPH) and two Chinese samples.
The raw data has been assembled into contigs (with N50 of 3.3MB) and aligned to the
GRCh37 reference. We used the most distal unique aligned sequences at the chromo-
some ends to anchor individual chromosome ends (Figure 4.1 for 9q and 15q, Figure
A.1 for all chromosomes, Table A.3 for missing sequences in 40 termini and Table A.4
for extension sequences in 40 termini. See Methods). We also evaluated this alignment
by OMBlast[123]. 92% of the terminal contig is still aligned at the same terminus. 7%
of the terminal contig is unaligned at all with mean size 1.8 Mb. Chromosome X and
Y are regarded as one chromosome because their ends are homologous, namely the
pseudoautosomal region(PAR). We removed 10 termini from the analysis because of het-
erochromatin (13p, 14p, 15p, 21p and 22p) and reference gap (1p, 2q, 12p, 17p and
XYp). Given the low resolution of BioNano (the mean inter-label distance is 8.2kb), we
use a threshold of 33.1kb, equal to the average BioNano inter-label distance + 3* standard
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FIGURE 4.1: Paralogy map for chromosome tips region.
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(Continue.) a:) GRCh37 chromosome 9q b:)GRCh37 chromosome 15q for BioNano as-
sembled chromosome ends in eight samples. The enzyme recognition sites (labels) are
marked as black bars and gray connecting lines indicate alignment between samples. The
homologous sequence is indicated by color block: gold indicates homology to human ref-
erence sequence at the given chromosome; grey indicates reference gap; purple, cyan,
and pink indicate homology to 19p, 16q and 1p respectively. The remaining unaligned re-
gions are all colored with red. Overlapping colors indicate a shared homology to multiple
sources. Blue and bright green indicate homology with family A and family B respectively.
deviations to filter identified missing and extension sequence.
Of remaining 36 termini, 21 have no extension of missing sequence greater than
threshold in any of 8 samples (1q, 2p, 3p, 4p, 5q, 5p, 6q, 8p, 8q, 9p, 10p, 11q, 12q,
13q, 16q, 17q, 18q, 18p, 19p, 21q and XYq, Table A.3 and A.4). 4 termini (7q, 14q,
19q and 22q) had only missing terminal sequence but no extension. The missing ter-
minal sequence could be due to misassembly or misalignment. Thus, we focus on ex-
tended termini. We identified extensions in 11 termini relative to GRCh37. We observed
a consistent extension combined with reference deletion at 2q terminus which supports
the re-orientation of chromosome 2q ends in the new GRCh38 reference (Figure 4.2a).
We also observed extension sequence at 9q in the Ashkenazi family which matched the
GRCh38 extension of this chromosome(Figure 4.2b). We also observed a 260kb ex-
tension sequence in one sample at the 16p terminus which was originally discovered in
1991[120](Figure A.1.31).
We classify the observed chromosome end extensions in 11 termini as category 1 or 2
based on whether the extension BioNano label sequence can be aligned to homologous
sequence or not (see Methods). For example, Figure 4.1a indicates an extension of 9q
using the terminus of 1p (referred to as 9q-to-1p), such that the distal 20Kb of 9q is
homologous to the proximal 20Kb of 1p. We observed 30/64 terminal extensions which
fall into category 1, including 3q-to-19p, 6p-to-5q, 7p-to-1p, 11p-to-19p and 11p-to-5q,
in extension to the 9q-to-1p extension. The remaining 34 individual chromosome end
extensions fall into category two, including extensions to 4q, 6p, 7p, 9q, 10q, 11p, 15q,
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FIGURE 4.2: Homology map and label map for 2q and 9q.
Homo sapiens FOSMID clone IDs are on the top of the sequence. Clone AC130223.2 is
colored in purple in the middle of subfigure (a). Dashed green lines indicate the same hu-
man underlying genome sequence subject to population SNP or Indel differences. Solid
light green line indicates the labels are aligned. * means reverse alignment. Labels are
obtained from appendix figure.
however, we note that inability to recognize homology may be caused by the low resolution
of BioNano. The 260kb 16p extension includes homology to both 3q and 19p.
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4.3.2 Discovery of heritable chromosome end polymorphism
We revealed characteristics of chromosome ends by analysis of completed chromo-
some ends of the eight samples. In the extension termini, three out of eleven (3q, 7p,
and 20q) shows almost identical extension sequence across all eight samples, while the
remaining eight out of eleven show population polymorphism. For example, four types
of extension sequences (unaligned, 1p, 19p and 16q) are observed in 9q arm amongst
8 samples (Figure 4.1a). A 45kb extension sequence is observed only in CEPH mother
and daughter in 15q(Figure 4.1b). We observed that the daughter chromosome end se-
quences (both missing and extending sequence) are almost always (93.8%, 75/80, see
Methods) also observed in one of her parents. The heritability of chromosome end exten-
sion indicates that the chromosome end data are unlikely to be a result of an assembly
artefact.
Although we are unable to provide a diploid terminus, we manage to identify heterozy-
gous chromosome ends at 4q for two trios(see Methods, Figure 4.3). In this case, a diploid
analysis was able to reveal a heterozygous chromosome end extension in the daughter,
with the extended sequence inherited from the father, and the non-extended sequence
inherited from the mother.
4.3.3 Validating and filling chromosome end extension by nanopore
data
The recent availability of ultra long nanopore sequence reads (> 100kb) from NA12878
(see Methods) allowed for orthogonal validation of extension sequence. We identified 9
confident chromosome extension events identified from BioNano analysis on NA12878
based on a minimum length threshold of 33kb (Table A.4). 6 of these were classified
as category 1, such that the BioNano analysis was able to identify reference genome
sequence homologous to the extension sequence which could be then used to con-
struct predicted chimeric chromosome ends (Table A.7). We then searched for nanopore
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FIGURE 4.3: Chromosome 4q diploid sequence in BioNano assembly from two trios.
” A” and ” B” indicate diploid sequence. Each contig is drawn as a color block, where the
color indicates homology, and overlapping colors indicate homology to two sources. The
enzyme recognition sites (labels) are marked as black bars. The homology sequence
is drawn with the same color. Gold is for human reference or its homology, grey is for
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connections between labels indicate they are aligned to each other(see Methods). Note:
Ashkenazi son A terminus is not perfectly aligned to Ashkenazi father terminus.
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FIGURE 4.4: Validation of six termini by nanopore reads.
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(Continue.) a, b, c, d, e and f are for 3q, 6p, 9q, 15q, 20p and 20q, respectively. Ref-
erence, BioNano assembly in NA12878 and predicted extension sequence(see Methods)
are showed as coloured rectangle in the middle. In silico BioNano enzyme recognition
sites (labels) are showed as vertical black line. The grey lines between labels indicate
they are matched. The dotplots of nanopore read to extension sequence are shown at
the bottom. Green and red are forward and reverse alignment, respectively.
reads which mapped to these chimeric chromosome ends, which was successful for 3q-
to-19p, 6p-to-5q, 9q-to-1p, 20p-to-1p (Figure 4.4a,b,c,e). These chimeric sequences
were the best alignments for these reads. For the predicted extension on 20p, the
nanopore alignment contained a large internal deletion, indicating that the extension
was more complicated than simple extension via duplication of 1p (Figure 4.4e). The
11p and 5q chromosome ends share a 106kb overlap (Table A.7), and moreover are
highly homologous to the predicted 3q-to-19p chimeric sequence and as a result, all
the nanopore reads which mapped to 11p-to-5q chimera mapped equally well to 11p
or 5q separately. Although we identified long nanopore reads which mapped to 7p-to-1p
chimera, only a small proportion of this alignment matched the 1p extension sequence
(Fig 4.5a). Five validated termini (3q, 6p, 9q, 15q and 20p) are available for download at
https://github.com/haojingshao/Extension.
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FIGURE 4.5: Comparison of two termini from BioNano assembly and nanopore reads.
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(Continue.) a and b are for 7p and 4q, respectively. Reference, BioNano assembly in
NA12878 and predicted extension sequence(see Methods) are showed as a colored rect-
angle in the middle. In silico BioNano enzyme recognition sites (labels) are shown as a
vertical black line. The grey lines between labels indicate they are matched. The dotplots
of nanopore read to extension sequence are shown at the bottom. Green and red are
forward and reverse alignment, respectively.
For the remaining predicted category 2 extension sequences, we were unable to iden-
tify regions matching the extension sequence from BioNano analysis and pursued an
alternative strategy of searching for the longest nanopore read mapping to the chromo-
some end. This enabled identification of the chromosome end extension sequence for
15q as being a 4 times duplication of 11 kb of its own terminal sequence (Figure 4.4d).
Notably, The distal part of 15q is capped with proper telomere in the reference, and this
telomeric sequence is part of the 11kb repeat in the nanopore reads(Figure 4.6). This
approach also resolved the extension sequence of 20q as being homologous to 9p (Fig-
ure 4.4f). Analysis of nanopore reads mapping to the terminus of 4q revealed homology
to its own terminus, indicating another potential tandem repeat. However, this homology
was not contiguous, indicating duplication followed by substantial structural variation (Fig
4.5b).
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FIGURE 4.6: Self dotplots for five nanopore reads.
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Reads a, b, c, d and e was extracted from alignment to 15q. One of its alignment mapping
to GRCh37 is shown in Figure4.4d. Green and red mean forward and reverse alignment,
respectively. Telomeric like tandem repeats are shown as green squares. These reads
are not long enough to show four tandem repeats (predicted by BioNano) in Figure4.4d.
The size of each repeat unit (including telomeric like repetitive sequences) varies from 9
kb to 15 kb. The alignments were done by YASS[115].f: nanopore sequences aligned to
telomeric repeats by Smith Waterman algorithm[124]. The nanopore sequences located
within telomeric like tandem repeats(a blue 4 point star in c x-axis).
4.3.4 Inferring the origin of extension sequences
All of the aligned extension BioNano sequences are aligned to the terminal part of
1p, 3q, 5q, 16q or 19p. We hypothesized that these terminals may themselves share a
homologous sequence, and searched for regions within subtelomeric regions which have
high sub-telomeric copy number. We identified (see Methods) two sub-telomeric dupli-
cation families (family A and B of length 9kb and 8kb respectively) which were observed
in almost all of the 1p, 3q, 5q, 16q, 19p extension sequence regions(sequence summary
of family A and B see Table A.8, A.9, BioNano alignment of family A and B see Table
??). We identified all homologous sequences to these two families in the non-redundant
nucleotide database which we used to construct a phylogenetic tree for each family(see
Methods, Figure 4.7a,4.7b, Table A.8 for family A and Table A.9 for family B). These du-
plications were only found in great ape and were highly duplicated in human (A:16, B:16
copies) and chimpanzee(A:9, B:7 copies). In human subtelomeric regions, both families
are clustered within a branch of 100% bootstrap value. The nucleotide divergence be-
tween human subtelomeric copies is 0.021% to 0.79% and 0.013% to 0.58% for family
A and B(see Methods), respectively. Assuming nucleotide substitutions occur at a rate
of about 1.5% per 10 million years(3% divergence between copies)[21], families A and
B underwent human subtelomeric duplication at 0.069 to 2.64 and 0.042 to 1.95 million
years ago which is after the divergence of human and chimpanzee. This is consistent
with the observation that both families at chimpanzee subtelomeric regions are clustered
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FIGURE 4.7: Phylogenetic trees for two sequence familes identified in human extension
sequences.
(Caption next page.)
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(Previous page.) A) Family A ( 9kb) B) Family B ( 8kb). Phylogenetic trees are gener-
ated from their homologous sequences. Dark purple, light purple, red and blue indicate
intra-chromosome duplication group, inter-chromosome duplication group, chimpanzee
subtelomeric duplication group and human subtelomeric duplication group, respectively.
H for Human, C for Chimpanzee, G for Gorilla and O for Orangutan. p for p arm, q for q
arm, Un for unplaced contig, un for unlocalized within a chromosome and i for interstitial
genome regions. +’ for forward aligned and -’ for reverse aligned. ’.A’,’.B’,’.C’ and ’.D’ are
appended to distinguish different copies in the same region. Bootstrap values more than
95 are shown. Their genome location is shown as different shapes at each chromosome
on the right. The human ancestor copies of intra-chromosome duplication group, inter-
chromosome duplication group, and subtelomeric group are indicated by the shape of
a diamond(B:H7i+.D), triangles(A:H7i+, B:H7i+.B), and squares(A:H1i, B:H1i.A), respec-
tively. Otherwise, the shape is a circle. Top and bottom indicate different orientation. The
cytogenetic bands (black or gray blocks) for chimpanzee and gorilla are not known, thus
their chromosomes contain no band. Unlocalized(A: GUn, B: OUn) sequences’ chromo-
some are shown as blank.
with themselves. It suggests that the subtelomeric expansion of families A and B occurred
recently and independently in human and chimpanzee lineage, which also supports the
hypothesis of chromosome end extension from duplicating subtelomeric regions. No-
tably, family A recently duplicated not only at the terminal regions but also at interstitial
regions(human Y and chimpanzee 6).
A two-step duplication history is inferred from the phylogenetic tree(Figure 4.7a, 4.7b).
The first step is interstitial intra-chromosome duplication (4 copies) in ancient chromo-
some 7 in family B(dark purple in Figure 4.7b). The second step is interstitial inter-
chromosome duplication from ancient chromosome 7 to another chromosome for both
families. Interestingly, these families appear to both originate from the same region on
ancient primate chromosome 7(chr7:45832681-45863525, 7p12.3), separated only by
13kb. In family A, the copy at 7p12.3 (H7i in Figure 4.7a) is one of the longest branches
in the tree with highest nucleotide divergence of 4.1% against one of the human family
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A copy (see Methods), indicating 7p12.3 is the ancestral copy. Similar to family A, the
ancestral copy of family B is ”H7i+.D”. The phylogenetic tree suggests that another copy
at 7p12.3 (H7i+.B in Figure 4.7b) is the closest copies to other human intra-chromosomal
copies (bootstrap value 99.9%), indicating that the majority of family B copies, including
all terminal copies, originates from this 7p12.3 copy. We aligned family A and B to go-
rilla, orangutan, and baboon(see methods) and found that both families were truncated
into smaller fragments largely located at ancient chromosome 7. Both families likely orig-
inated from ancient rearrangements.
LINC01001 
Terminal 
FAM157C 
FO082796.1 
16q 
9q 
11p 
10	  kb 
FIGURE 4.7: Gene fusion by duplication.
Blue is family A duplication sequence. Red is family B duplication sequence. Other colors
are different chromosome sequences. Exon sequence of fusion genes are drawn on
the top of the sequence. The dash lines indicate intron sequence and arrows indicate
transcription direction.
We further investigated the gene annotation of these both families A and B(see Meth-
ods). The putative ancestor copy 7p11.12 consists of a 17 exon pseudogene GTF2IP13-
202(Figure 4.8a), which is the primary ancestral copy of gene FAM157A, FAM157B and
FAM157C (Figure 4.7). Family B contains GTF2IP13-202 exons 10-13. Family A con-
tains GTF2IP13-202 exon 17(last), a pseudogene CICP20 and an unannotated pseudo-
gene. This unannotated pseudogene is homologous to exon 10(last) of SEPT14-201,
possibly derived via an intra-chromosome ancient duplication(chr7:45818236-45824692
and chr7:55792353-55798826). As a result, the combination of partial CICP and partial
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SEPT14-201 becomes AC096582.1-201. The sequence of AC096582.1-201 is the com-
mon first or first two exons of multiple transcripts in family A duplication regions, such as
LINC00266-4P-202, AL627309.1-202, and AC069287.1-202 (Figure 4.8b). The duplica-
tion of families A and B also leads to modifications in the ordering of exons. For example,
FAM157C-204 exons 1-7 are primarily homologous to the sequence of GTF2IP13-202.
But it changes the exon order and caps with the last exon of SEPT14-201(Figure 4.8c).
The duplication of families A and B has lead to gene innovation.
a
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c
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GTF2IP13−202 CICP20−201 pseudogene
Family B Family A
SEPT14−201(7p11.2) CICP20−201(7p12.3)
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Family B Family A
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FIGURE 4.8: Gene innovation for two sequence families identified in human extension
sequences
(Next page.)
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(Continue.) a) Overview of genes inside ancestral copy. Family A contains last exon
of GTF2IP13-202(red), a pseudogene CICP20-201(blue) and an unannotated pseudo-
gene(green). Family B contain exons 10-13 of GTF2IP13-202. b)Putative gene fusion in
family A. The unannotated pseudogene(green) is homologous to the last exon of SEPT14-
201. The AC096582.1-201 is a combination of part of CICP20-201 and part of last exon
of SEPT14-201. AC096582.1-201 later combines with sequences from both interstitial
and subtelomeric regions into LINC00266-4P-202(first two exons), AL627309.1-202(first
exon) and AC069287.1-202(first two exons). Derived* indicates that it is inferred from the
phylogentics tree in Figure 4.7. c)Gene modification in family B. Each exon of GTF2IP13-
202 is colored in different color. Boxes and links are drawn for duplication pairs(inferred
from database[21]). FAM157C-204 exons 1-3, 5-6 and 7 are homologous to GTF2IP13-
202 exons 11-13, 16-17 and 15. Notably, GTF2IP13-202 exon 15(brown) is downstream
of GTF2IP13-202 exon 16-17(grey, lightblue) in FAM157C-204. FAM157C-204 exon 4 is
homologous to GTF2IP13-202 intron sequence. FAM157C-204 last exon(8) is homolo-
gous to SEPT14-201 last exon.
4.4 Discussion
Chromosome end diploid assembly is possible using BioNano optical mapping tech-
nology, however, it remains challenging. Although we attempted to do this using the data
available (see Methods), we were only able to identify distinct chromosome end haplo-
types in a small number of cases. In the case where one chromosome end haplotype
is extended and the other is not, the IrysSolve assembler will just assemble the longest
contig. In the case where there are two divergent ends, the assembler may chop the
end sequence into smaller contigs. It may be possible to solve the chromosome-end
haplotype assembly problem by use of multiple nicking enzymes.
The polymorphic subtelomere structures discovered by new sequencing and opti-
cal mapping technology in this chapter is consistent with the structures concluded by
Riethman[121]. Riethman concluded four types of allele differences[121]. Type one was
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summarized as two alleles vary by inserting or deleting a large duplication segment at
existing telomeric sequences, with the breakpoint correlating to an interstitial telomeric
sequence (ITS, also see chapter5) on the long allele[121]. A typical example of type one
is 15q in CEPH mother and daughter(Figure 4.9a or red block in Figure 4.1b), which is
also the key extension model proposed later in chapter 5. Type two was summarized as
two alleles vary in both duplication regions without a simple relationship[121]. A typical
example of type two is 9q among the different human population(Figure 4.9b or Figure
4.1a), where the different subtelomeric sequences are shown at different color blocks at
the distal end. Type three was summarized as two alleles vary at the beginning of sub-
telomeric regions[121]. Type three is an extreme version of type two, where the difference
between subtelomeric regions changes from partial to entire. Type three is not investi-
gated in this thesis. They are either not occurred in these eight samples or undiscovered
as some unsolved termini in the population, such as 8p, 11p, 17p, 19q and Xp(shown as
blank in Figure A.1). Type four was summarized as two alleles were similar expect insert-
ing or deletion a single duplication segment in middle. Two typical examples of type one
are 20q in Ashkenazi Mother and 20q(Figure 4.9c or Figure A.1.40), where proximal and
distal similar sequences are connected by vertical and sloping label links, respectively.
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FIGURE 4.9: Three types of human termini.
The legend is the same as Figure 4.1. These types are suggested by Riethman[121]
and compared to BioNano termini. a: two alleles vary by inserting or deleting a large
duplication segment at existing telomeric sequences, with the breakpoint correlating to
an interstitial telomeric sequence on the long allele. They were shown as red blocks in
CEPH mother and daughter. The letter ”T” means telomeric repeats. b: two alleles vary
in both duplication regions without a simple relationship. They are shown as different
color blocks at the end. c: two alleles were similar expect inserting or deletion a single
duplication segment in middle. These insertions are shown in region -50 kb to 0 in CEPH
mother, CEPH daughter and Chinese han.
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4.5 Methods
4.5.1 Identification of terminal contigs from BioNano data
We downloaded publicly available BioNano data for eight humans (a CEPH trio, an
Ashkenazi trio and two Han Chinese) from BioNano Genomics website http://bionanogenomics.
com/science/public-datasets/. The initial downloaded data contained raw BioNano
optical maps, assembled optical mapping contigs, as well as the unique optical mapping
alignments from contigs to GRCh37, generated using RefAlign from BioNano Genomics
IrysSolve(see Chapter 1 and Cao et.al[39]). This optical mapping alignment mapped each
BioNano optical mapping contig to the best matching position on GRCh37 and did not re-
quire a full-length alignment of the optical mapping contig to reference, thus allowing us to
identify chromosome end polymorphism. We assumed that the optical mapping contigs
which are aligned to the most distal sequence with the highest matching score represent
the individual sample chromosome ends. As we are unable to resolve different chromo-
some end haplotypes, the chromosome ends can be viewed as a dominant marker for the
longest allele.
The reference chromosome end sequences which could not be aligned (via BioNano
optical maps) by are defined as missing sequences. The reference unknown sequences
(”N” region) is removed for missing region size estimation. The unaligned sequence at the
distal part of the individual chromosome end is defined as extension sequence. Missing
and extension sequences are all more than 33.1 kb(average labels distance+3*standard
deviation), otherwise, we defined as the reference type. Chromosomes 13p, 14p, 15p,
21p, 22p were removed because of missing reference sequence. 1p is removed when all
the sample’s contigs are discontinuous at the reference unknown region (chr1:471k-521k)
and the remaining of 1p could only be aligned as secondary alignment. Sex chromosomes
are regarded as one chromosome.
In order to recognize the origin of the extension sequences, we realigned the optical
mapping(OM) contigs to GRCh37(373,590 labels) allowing multiple matches by RefAlign.
A pre-alignment process in RefAlign was used to merge labels which were close (450
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bp) to each other. This process resulted in the identification of 346,991 labels for sub-
sequent analysis. The mean distance and standard deviation between adjacent labels
was 8.2 kb and 8.3 kb, respectively. The adjacent labels which contain reference gap
regions are excluded in estimation. We then used RefAlign to re-align the contigs to
the GRCh37 (without chromosome Y) reference enzyme recognition sites (RefAlign pa-
rameter: -output-veto-filter intervals.txt$ -res 2.9 -FP 0.6 -FN 0.06 -sf 0.20 -sd 0.0 -sr
0.01 -extend 1 -outlier 0.0001 -endoutlier 0.001 -PVendoutlier -deltaX 12 -deltaY 12 -
hashgen 5 7 2.4 1.5 0.05 5.0 1 1 1 -hash -hashdelta 50 -mres 1e-3 -hashMultiMatch 100
-insertThreads 4 -nosplit 2 -biaswt 0 -T 1e-12 -S -1000 -indel -PVres 2 -rres 0.9 -MaxSE
0.5 -HSDrange 1.0 -outlierBC -AlignRes 2. -outlierExtend 12 24 -Kmax 12 -f -maxmem
128 -BestRef 0 -MultiMatches 5). Realignment of contigs lead to the discovery of contigs
which were more distal in the chromosome ends (see Table A.5). The supplementary ta-
ble provides further details about the contig alignment before and after realignment, and
how realignment leads to the discovery of more distal contigs on the assembly.
For the CEPH and Ashkenazi trios, we checked the optical mapping (OM) alignments
from the child to their parent for every chromosome end(Figure A.1). If the child chromo-
some end was aligned to one of its parent with no more than one label difference at the
terminus, we considered that the child chromosome end was inherited from the parent.
4.5.2 Identification of terminal haplotypes from BioNano alignments
We search for potential haplotypes by realigning the assembly optical mapping (OM)
contigs to GRCh37. For multiple mapping OM contigs, we keep the alignment with the
highest alignment score. In some cases, this results in a single terminus having two
BioNano contigs aligned to it, in which case we consider that we have identified both
haplotypes at the terminus.
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4.5.3 Extension validation from nanopore data
Nanopore data from individual NA12878 (rel4) was download from https://github.
com/nanopore-wgs-consortium/NA12878. We aligned these data to GRCh37 by min-
imap2 (https://github.com/lh3/minimap2) using default parameters. The rel4 raw data
contains 21 billion bp (about 7 fold coverage) from 9.4 million reads. See Figure 1.2
for read length distribution. 47k reads (5%) aligned more than 100 kb in the reference.
The longest aligned read is 939497 bp. We search for the most distal alignments at the
terminus and identify the terminal supporting reads. Then we search whether the ex-
tended part of these terminal supporting reads align to the known reference sequence.
This analysis enables us to determine the unknown sequence in 15q and 20q as tandem
duplication of its terminus and 9p, respectively.
Although the BioNano data and nanopore data could not be directly aligned to each
other, we could reconstruct the chimeric sequence extending from the reference and use it
to connect two technologies. If the extension sequence is aligned (for example to a differ-
ent chromosome) in the BioNano assembly, it is predicted as a connection of the aligned
sequence and terminal sequence with an estimated gap(N). For example, chromosome
3 q arm is reconstructed by directly joining chr19:183990:61350(reverse strand) to the
end of chr3:197732780-197962430. Otherwise, we attempt to identify the Nanopore se-
quence which can be aligned to the terminal region to reconstruct the chimeric chromo-
some end. For example, chromosome 15 q arm is reconstructed by four times tandem
duplicating chr15:102510393-102521392 to the end of chr15:102375666-102521392. Fi-
nally, if neither of these options succeeds we are unable to create a chimeric chromosome
end sequence, and we consider that we are unable to validate the existence of a chimeric
chromosome end.
Then we calculate the BioNano labels in the predicted extension sequence by soft-
ware in IrysSolve and aligned them to its assembly(as above, seen as a grey link in figure
4.4). The dotplot was generated from the last[110](default) alignment of nanopore reads
(y-axis) against predicted extension sequence(x-axis). The validation is the correct align-
ment of both technologies to the same sequence.
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4.5.4 Subtelomeric duplication analysis
We downloaded all pairs of regions in the human genome (GRCh37) with high se-
quence identity from the segmental duplication database[21]. We assign the copy number
of a base-pair position to be the number of entries in this file which overlap this position.
We take all positions with copy number at least X to be high copy number duplication
families. We order these families by their base-pair length, defined as the longest con-
tiguous stretch of sequence with copy number greater than X. In practice, the smaller X
will result in a longer contiguous stretch of sequence and lower identity between each
sequence, thus no duplication family is found. On the contrary, the bigger X will result
in a shorter contiguous stretch of sequence. In the worst case scenario, only common
repetitive elements(SINEs or LINEs, see chapter 1) are found. In order to find the most
duplicated regions that are longer than LINEs(6000 kb), we test different values of X and
identify two duplication families when X is about 22. These two duplication families were
selected for evolutionary analysis. Only duplication families which have at least one mem-
ber within 1MB of a chromosome end, were kept (see Table A.15).
We used NCBI blast to align these two sequences (GRCh37, A:chr1:652579-662291,
B:chr16:90220392-90228245) to the human genome, chimpanzee genome and nucleotide
collection (NT) database, filtering out sequences with less than 95%(human and chim-
panzee) or 85%(other) sequence identity to the full query sequence. Next, we extracted
the duplications, aligned them by mafft[125][key option: strategy G-INS-i]. Then we built
the unrooted trees by MEGA7[126] using the maximum likelihood method with 1000
bootstrap iterations. The unrooted trees were reshaped or rerooted by selecting the
branch of predictive ancestor copies(A:H7i+, B:H7i+.D) as root. These were run and
drawn by ggTree[127]. These duplication sequences were also aligned to themselves
by lastz[128](version 1.04.00, parameter default). Then the nucleotide divergence was
calculated from the aligned pair(size > 9000 and 7000 for family A and B). Indels were
ignored in the estimation. Notably, nucleotide collection(NT) database only contains the
sequence of GRCh38, thus we report them in GRCh38 coordinate in this section.
Subtelomeric duplication regions are defined as the longest contiguous duplication
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sequence starting from the chromosome termini. From the duplication database[21],
both pairs of duplications regions inside subtelomeric duplication regions are defined
as subtelomeric duplications. The longest autosome subtelomeric duplication pairs are
chr1:317720-471368 and chr5:180744335-180899425. Homology between the X and
Y chromosomes in p arm termini is maintained by an obligatory recombination in male
meiosis[129]. This results in about 2.6 Mb almost 100% identity homologous sequence.
Almost all of these sequences are only homologous between X and Y. Since the pat-
tern and mechanism are different between autosome and sex chromosome subtelomeric
duplication, sex chromosome is excluded from this analysis.
For all duplication within families A and B, we use lastz[128] (version:v1.04.00, default)
to align each duplication to the remaining duplications in the family. Divergence is calcu-
lated as the percentage of single base pair difference between two duplications. Insertion
and deletion are ignored. Duplication evolutionary history is inferred as the divergence
divided by duplication nucleotide substitutions rate(3% per million between copies).
4.5.5 Visualisation of family A and B in BioNano optical maps
To generate Figure 4.1 and Figure A.1, it was necessary to illustrate the positions of
families A and B in the Bionano label maps(their locations, alignments and labels see Ta-
ble A.6). The most robust way of doing this is to use the underlying reference sequence
alignment so that the presence of the family is based on the reference sequence align-
ment, then its position in the label maps is inferred by the alignment of the labels to the
surrounding sequence. However, this was not always possible for each sample. For ex-
ample, we can see sequence insertion or deletion in some of the samples for which we
only have BioNano data. In this case, we inferred the presence (or absence) of family A/B
based on a comparison of the predicted BioNano labels within family A/B.
5
Evolutionary analysis of telomeric
extension
Chapter 4 demonstrates a chromosome end extension model by analyzing ultra long
sequencing reads. Chapter 5 further evaluates this model from the genome sequence,
population-level, and phylogenomic perspective. This model involves multiple concepts
about telomeric sequences, which are further introduced in below paragraphs.
5.1 Introduction
Telomeres are a type of simple tandem repeats. In the vertebrate, the repeat unit is
(TAACCC)n for p-arm and (TTAGGG)n for q-arm[130]. Telomeres usually locate at the
end of every chromosome(although they can be found interstitially in the genome, see
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below paragraph). The distal telomere sequences are single strand telomere sequences
while the proximal telomere sequences are duplex telomere sequences. The single strand
end of the telomere can invade back to duplex telomere sequences to form t loops[7]. The
t loops model proposes an architectural solution to chromosome-end protection[7].
The size of telomere repeats is measured between 5 kb to 15 kb in human[131].
In germline tissues and tumor cell lines, the size of telomere repeats is maintained by
telomerase. Telomerase is an RNA-protein complex. The template of telomerase con-
tains 11 nucleotides (5’-CUAACCCUAAC) complementary to the human telomere repeats
(TTAGGG)n, which can synthesize new telomere repeats[132]. In the somatic cells, where
the activity of telomerase is not detectable[133], telomeric sequences are observed to
progressively shorten [134, 135]. The pathways to maintain telomeric sequences with-
out telomerase are referred to as alternative lengthening of telomeres(ALT)[133]. Exper-
iments in an immortalized human ALT cell line show ALT occurs by telomere repeats
homologous recombination and copy switching[133]. A segment of non-telomeric plas-
mid sequences is shown to replicate to another terminus during ALT when this segment
is distal to some telomere repeats[133]. In yeast, interstitial telomeric sequences(ITS,
see below section) are able to play a key role in subtelomeric recombination and telom-
ere maintenance by ALT and chromosome healing[121]. Some studies suggested human
subtelomeric ITS play a similar role as yeast[121, 136–138].
Telomere repeats are breakable, acquirable and fusible in the genome. If the Telomere
repeats are lost, the broken chromosome will become unstable [139–141], and multiple
types of rearrangements can occur, including chromosome fusion [139], tips transloca-
tion [142], or direct extension of telomere repeats [141]. The manual insertion of a telom-
eric sequence in the interstitial region results in enhanced chromosome breakages and
induces high rates of chromosome rearrangements around the insertion [143].
Interstitial telomeric sequences (ITS) are widespread in the genome [144, 145]. In
subtelomeric regions, they are almost always oriented towards the terminal end of the
chromosome, like the subtelomeric duplication(STD) [119]. The origin of subtelomeric
ITSs is not well known.
In this chapter, I list three possible models to describe the distribution and origin of
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subtelomeric ITS. The first model is the random shuffling model in which the duplica-
tion or exchange of subtelomeric regions includes the ITS as passengers. The second
model is ITS insertion models[146]. This model assumes ITSs are originated by an in-
sertion during repairing double-strand break(DSB). This model was supported by PCR
capturing the exact ITS regions between different primates[146]. It was proposed for non-
subtelomeric ITS. The author of that model stated the subtelomeric ITS were originated
by recombination events involving chromosome ends. The third model is the tip translo-
cation model[119]. That model suggests the human subtelomeric regions are hotspots
for homologous recombination. Each recombination can exchange entirely tip(terminus)
sequences from one chromosome to another chromosome. This event can also be un-
balanced via keeping the longer allele in offspring which will result in duplicating some se-
quences. The current human subtelomeric sequences are proposed to originate through
multiple unbalanced tip translocations at subtelomeric regions[119]. The model is com-
monly accepted model for explaining the origin of subtelomeric duplication[24].
5.2 Result
5.2.1 Identification of the ancient chromosome end telomeric se-
quence
There are multiple interstitial telomeric sequences (ITS) in the human genome which
are orientated in the same direction at subtelomeric regions [119]. For example, 6 telom-
ere sequences are in the first 110kb of 18p (permutation p < 0.05, see Methods, Figure
5.1). We investigated the relationship between all chromosome end ITS and duplica-
tions of 1kb or more (Figure 5.2, Table A.10, Methods). All ITS are either fully contained
within a duplication or within 50bp of a duplication (Figure 5.2). The vast majority overlap
or are next to a duplication on the distal side of the ITS (15 sites) rather than proximal
(3 sites, of which each site also has a distal-side duplication overlap, see Table A.10).
The dominance of distal side ITS duplication suggests that duplication events occurred
at the end of the ITS. We proposed that some current subtelomeric ITS were the ancient
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chromosome end telomere sequences. As a clear example of this, we could identify two
subtelomeric ITS(chr8:170440-170577, chr19:59097932-59098077), which occur on the
most proximal end of a subtelomeric duplication, and which moreover have no further
subtelomeric duplication which is more proximal. In other words, if we were to remove all
sequence distal to these ITS, then they would form the terminating telomeric sequence
of a chromosome terminus without any subtelomeric homology, much like we observe for
11q. They are also the start sites where other species could not find any homologous
sequence distal to it(8p:7 species and 19q:3 species, see below section).
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FIGURE 5.1: Interstitial Telomeric Sequence(ITS) from UCSC browser.
UCSC browser [147] displaying chr18p ITS subtelomeric duplications and genes at three
different scales: a) 0-130k; b) 100-114k and c) 105-106k.
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Three available alternate models may explain the origin of subtelomeric ITS, which
are investigated in this paragraph. The first hypothesis is the random model. It assumes
that the distribution ITS was mediated by random duplicating or rearranging the sub-
telomeric sequence. The random permutations find equal random sequences with du-
plications at both proximal and distal breakpoints, which is significantly different from the
observed distribution(Figure 5.2). The second hypothesis is the reciprocal tips transloca-
tion model [119] for subtelomeric duplication. However, this model does not involve the
chromosome terminus, nor does it create a new telomere repeat sequence, so it cannot
explain the origin of ITS. The third hypothesis is subtelomeric ITS are insertion sequences
of double-stranded break(DSB) repair(refer to ITS insertion model). This hypothesis is ex-
panding upon Nergadze et al[146], which was originally proposed for (non-subtelomeric)
intrachromosomal ITS. The key difference between chromosome end extension model
and ITS insertion model is extension model suggests proximal sequence and distal se-
quence of ITS was broken, while ITS insertion model suggests they were joined and ITS
was later inserted. We tested two models in human as well as a comparison to 5 pri-
mates. We investigated all ITS duplication pairs(166) in which both proximal and distal
flanking sequences are homologous(class I, see Methods, Table A.11). We found the
majority (92%) of ITS are the same size as their duplication pairs, suggesting ITS was
not later inserted. 8 duplication pairs(5%) showed a different size of ITS. Only 2 sites
within 5(5/166, 3%) duplication pairs show complete deletion of ITS. These two deletion
sites(total size 1.2 kb, 4.2 kb) contain many other sequences at both proximal and distal
site of ITS(size 185, 192 bp). Thus these two ITS are likely deleted with a larger deletion
or trimmed by multiple rounds of subtelomeric rearrangement. Comparison of human ITS
to 5 primates, we found no case that proximal sequence and distal sequence were joined
without the intervening ITS(see Methods, Table A.12). There is no proper ITS deleting
example to support the hypothesis of subtelomeric interstitial ITS originating from an in-
sertion of repairing DSB. We also observe an excess of distal-to-ITS only rather than
proximal-to-ITS alignment in this primate comparison, supporting the role of end exten-
sion in the formation of ITS sequences. Moreover, all alternate hypothesises could not
explain the tandem duplication of its own at 15q with telomere sequences(Figure 4.1b,
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FIGURE 5.2: Summary of interstitial Telomeric Sequence(ITS).
Summary of homology boundary for all subtelomeric ITS. All possible relationships be-
tween the sequence containing the ITS (top sequence in each cell), and homologous se-
quence (bottom sequence in each cell) are shown. Blue indicates homologous sequence
and red indicates non-homologous sequence. Grey indicates telomere sequence. I) The
homologous sequence spans the entire ITS(the size of ITS may be different). II)Top: the
homologous sequence overlaps the distal breakpoint only. II)Bottom: the homologous
sequence is next to (<50bp) ITS distal breakpoint. III)Top: the homologous sequence is
overlapping the proximal breakpoint only. III)Bottom: ITS is next to (<50bp) ITS proxi-
mal breakpoint IV) No homologous sequence is observed. *: Comparison of GRCh37 to
GRCh38 identified two terminal sequences which have incorrect orientation in GRCh37,
namely 2 and 12p. Thus we correct the orientation of these termini in the GRCh37 refer-
ence for ITS orientation analyses.
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4.4d, 4.6). Taken together, this evidence suggests that multiple directly duplicated events
at the ancient chromosome terminus have played an important role in the formation of
present-day ITS.
5.2.2 Mechanism of chromosome end extension
The mean size of subtelomeric ITS (336 bps) is much shorter than capping telomeric
sequence. When subtelomeric ITS are used as chromosome end capping telomeres,
they create a dysfunctional chromosome end[142]. There are multiple ways to repair
the dysfunctional chromosome end [141, 142, 148], including chromosome end fusion
(Figure 5.3a), telomere extension (Figure 5.3b), duplication or translocation of another
chromosome end (Figure 5.3c). Relics can be found for all of these events in the human
genome(Figure 5.3d). Chromosome end fusion is found at ancient chromosome 2A and
2B fusion into chromosome 2 [148], which can be seen from a characteristic inverted
interstitial telomere sequence. Telomere extension to telomere is indistinguishable from
common telomere shortening and lengthening unless the non-telomeric sequence is also
involved in the extension. A common observation for ITS or capping telomere is that
has TAR1 (telomere-associated repeat 1) element inside, and furthermore, the proximal
telomere identity is lower than the distal telomere identity(Figure 5.3d). This suggests
that the ancient telomere broke and a new telomere with TAR1 was added. The duplica-
tions of other subtelomeric regions to the shortening ITS are the relics of duplication or
translocation of other ends to dysfunctional chromosome end. These genome observa-
tions are identical to all observations from in-vitro telomere repair models [141, 142, 148],
suggesting that joining sequence to chromosome ends could occur spontaneously as a
result of repairing the dysfunctional chromosome ends both in-vitro, as well as in vivo in
our ancestors.
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FIGURE 5.3: Shortened telomere repair models and example.
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(Continue.) a. Chromosome fusion. b. Telomere extension. c. Duplication or transloca-
tion of another end. d. An example in the human genome within one duplication family.
The main region is GRCh37:chr8:155249-155739. The size of each block is following the
legend except the block with bracket. The telomere repeat identity is shown on the top. *
means GRCh38 2q. 10q, 1q, and 2q are chromosome termini. The color blocks indicate
homology between chromosomes.
5.2.3 Population genetics at chromosome ends
We used the 1000 Genome Project [47] data to estimate average genetic diversity at
chromosome ends (See methods)[Figure 5.4]. From these data, we found 54% reduction
in diversity at subtelomeric duplication regions(t-test p-value< 2.2e-16, Figure 5.4a,5.4b).
Because it may be hard to detect SNPs in these regions(which will artificially decrease
diversity), we removed the uninformative regions as 1000 Genome Project suggested [47]
and adjusted the estimation(see methods). The diversity is still 15% lower than the ad-
jacent regions(t-test p-value: p-arm 0.5385, q-arm 0.03674). Next, we investigated the
divergence of these regions from chimpanzee and found that the divergence was sharply
increased at STD(t-test p-value< 2.2e-16, Figure5.4c,5.4d) which was consistent with the
study[117]. We further found that this increased divergence was mediated by the align-
ment to paralogous sequence(70%), indicating that chimpanzee missed the homologous
sequences(see extension rate section). Combining these observations, we conclude that
the STD regions are special regions in the human genome that have lower diversity and
high divergence(t-test p-value: p-arm 2.804e-06, q-arm 6.57e-14; Figure 5.4e,5.4f).
5.2.4 Human extension rate estimated from species divergence
The comparison of other species chromosome end to human can not only verify the
chromosome-end extension hypothesis but also be used to estimate the extension rate.
We downloaded pairwise alignments for GRCh37 to 15 (Chicken(galGal3), Chimp(panTro4),
Cow(bosTau7), Dog(canFam3), Gibbon(nomLeu1), Gorilla(gorGor3), Horse(equCab2),
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FIGURE 5.4: Average population genetic diversity and divergence at chromosome ends.
The chromosome ends include subtelomeric duplication regions(STD) and their proximal
adjacent sequences. These two regions divided into non-overlapping windows. In each
window, we calculated standard and adjusted diversity(a and b), divergence(c and d) and
adjusted diversity/divergence(e and f) as dot. Adjusted diversity is estimated only at high
mappability regions[47]. Then the line is regression result from the dots. Blue and red are
indicated the standard and adjusted estimation of diversity(see methods) in a and b.
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Marmoset(calJac3), Mouse(mm10), Orangutan(ponAbe2), Rat(rn6), Rhesus(rheMac3),
Sheep(oviAri3), Cat(felCat5) and Elephant(loxAfr3)) well-assembled species from UCSC [147].
39 well-assembled autosome ends as well as two ancient chromosomes 2 fusion ends
[148] were analyzed (see Methods). By aligning these species to human chromosome
ends, we could identify the ancient chromosome end for each species most recent com-
mon ancestor with human (MRCA-human) as the most terminal end of the homology
and therefore the missing homologous sequence can be defined as human extension
sequence since the MCRA (see Methods, Table A.13).
Some MRCAs-human are the same for certain species (e.g. dog and mouse have
the same MRCA-human), thus their ancient chromosome ends are expected to be iden-
tical. We observed that 61% (373/615) of the human-species ancient chromosome ends
inferred in this way are identical, for example, all non-primate mammals to the human at
1p and 18p (horizontal dots in Figure 5.5a and 5.5b for autosomes, Figure A.2 for sex
chromosomes, see Methods, Table A.13). In the non-primate mammals’ group, the an-
cient chromosome ends are highly clustered together, 23 of them are estimated to be
identical(labels highlight in Figure 5.5a,b, see Methods). For example, at 9q and 15q, the
non-primate mammals are almost all inferred to have the same ends at 134 kb and 255
kb away from the human terminus respectively (Figure 5.6a,5.6b).
Notably, we found 24 human chromosome ends which could be aligned to a chromo-
some end in one or more of 7 non-primate species (Table A.14, see Methods), suggesting
that these 24 ends have served as chromosome ends for at least 65 Myr. These chromo-
some ends contain not only human extension sequence but also another species-specific
extension sequence, for example, cat D4q, dog 9p and horse 25q(Figure 5.6a). The
extension sequences for human and other species, together with the identical ancient
chromosome ends confirm the ongoing extension of chromosome ends.
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FIGURE 5.5: Dotplot, boxplot and size distribution of end extensions.
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(Continue.) (a) is for p and (b) is for q arm. Each dot is an estimated size of human
extension sequence against a species on each arm. Y axis is the common logarithm
of the extension size. Bond red numbers indicate these chromosome extension size
are clustered together in non-primates group. Potential ancient chromosome ends are
shown as horizontal dots at particular positions, such as gold dots at 9q and 15q. (c)
Length distribution of extension sequence in histogram. (d) Comparison of total extension
sequence with MRCA time in 15 species.
The length of human-specific extension sequences represents a near linear relation-
ship with MRCA time [117, 149–152](Figure 5.5c,d), and are consistent with the accepted
phylogenetic tree. One exception is that we identified 783 kb of human-specific chro-
mosome extension sequence versus gorilla, whereas we identified 1744 kb versus chim-
panzee, which invokes incomplete lineage sorting. However, this may be resolved by the
observation that 30% of the gorilla genome sequence is closer to human or chimpanzee
than the latter are to each other [149].
We also calculate the size of extension sequences for eight human samples in chapter
4 via BioNano optical mapping data. The mean size of extension sequences is 971k
(sd:326k, max:1528k and min:621k). This is much smaller than the mean differences
between human and non-primate mammals (such as mouse: 9306k, sheep: 7070k), but
only slightly smaller than the difference between human and great apes (chimpanzee:
1744k and gorilla: 783k). This may result in less reliable estimates of extension rate
when compared with great apes.
We also estimated the extension sequence for seven non-primate mammals against
each other. Their termini all contained a sequence which couldn’t align with any other
species(Figure 5.7). Their extension size also follows the phylogenetic tree, for example,
the rat and mouse have less extension sequence compare to each other than to other
non-rodent mammals. It suggests the chromosome extension is widespread in mammals.
We estimated the extension rate by dividing the length of extension sequences by
the estimated time since the most recent common ancestor (MRCA)(see Methods). This
rate estimated the combined effect of both extension and shortening. If shortening is
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FIGURE 5.6: Paralogy map of 9q and 15q between mammals.
Homologous sequence are shown in the same color.
dominant, there will be zero extension sequence like 3p. Considering chromosome end
extinction(see discussion), we only estimate the rate in extant chromosome end. In hu-
man, we could estimate this rate from the highly identical chromosome ends(count=23,
see Methods) which have clear breakpoints among non-primate mammals(red bold chro-
mosome ID at Figure 5.5a,5.5b). The human extension rate per chromosome terminus
since the common ancestor of non-primate mammals is ranging from 0 to 0.0099 bp per
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year with an average rate of 0.0020 bp per year. The Primates, Rodentia, and Eulipo-
typhla extension rate per chromosome terminus are estimated by comparison to each
other. They are estimated to be 0.0021, 0.0036 and 0.0022 bp per terminus per year for
Primates, Rodentia and Eulipotyphla, respectively.
FIGURE 5.7: A heatmap of species extension sequence.
Estimation of the total size of extension sequence from species to species. Previous
figures in this chapter are human termini extension compared to other species. No data
is indicated by white box.
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5.3 Discussion
Our analysis indicated that many subtelomeric duplications have been mediated by
subtelomeric interstitial telomeric sequence (ITS) and that the duplications preferentially
occur on the distal side of these ITS. This indicates that the interstitial telomeric sequence
is the ancient chromosome ends and that duplication occurred via a process of fusion to
the capping telomere at the chromosome end. Moreover, the observed extensions in
the BioNano sequence data appear to be compatible with this hypothesis, although the
current resolution of this approach is too large to be conclusive.
Normally, subtelomeric duplications duplicate sequences from other chromosome sub-
telomeric regions, a process which is referred to as subtelomeric exchange[21]. However
interstitial sequences do duplicate at termini in a rare situation, the mechanism of which
is poorly understood. Two cases of direct interstitial sequences joining to telomeric se-
quences were described in a human cancer fusion study [140]. One was a 447 bps
interstitial chromosome 4 sequence joining to 10q telomere at one side and 4p telom-
ere at another side. The other was a 211 bp interstitial chromosome 2 sequence and
a 374 bps chromosome 17 sequence joining to 4q telomere and Xp telomere, respec-
tively. These cases in cancer support the ability of the interstitial sequence to join to the
telomere. A possible model is that the interstitial sequence is deleted and then directly
joined to the telomere, similar to the ’deletion-plus-episome’ model for double minutes in
cancer [153, 154]. These examples of interstitial non-telomeric sequences directly addi-
tion to capping telomeric sequences support an extension model directly from telomeric
sequences (described in section 5.2 and illustrated in Figure 5.3c) in tumor cell lines.
This chapter proposed and investigated an extension model directly from telomeric
sequences. The proposed extension model (illustrated in Figure 5.3c) is based on ob-
servation of sequence-level data. This model is similar to the alternative lengthening of
telomeres(ALT)[121, 133], which is a mechanism to repair or extend telomeric repeats by
homologous recombination to other chromosome telomeric repeats confirmed by experi-
mental data (see chapter 5 introduction)[133]. Dunham et al [133] demonstrated that this
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mechanism was capable of replicating a non-telomeric sequence flanked by telomeric re-
peats, and so could suggest a potential mechanism for our observed model. However,
several questions remain as to whether the ALT model could explain the observations
presented in this chapter. 1: The ALT mechanism has only been directly observed in spe-
cific cell lines, is it feasible that this mechanism also occurs occasionally in the germline?
2: Since the genome, ITS (mean 336 bp) are likely shorter than the telomeric repeats
(about 800 bp) in the experiment[133], are these shorter proximal telomeric sequences
enough for ALT? 3: Since the subtelomeric duplications (> 1kb) are likely longer than the
non-telomeric plasmid sequence used in the experiment[133], can ALT replicate such a
long sequence?
There are also some studies which have compared the termini between different
species, but they are only able to compare X chromosome using gene mapping [155–
157], which does not provide the same level of resolution as sequence data. This is
mainly because the X chromosome is the only chromosome that is largely homologous
across eutherian species based on pairwise alignment[147]. It means that the ancestral
eutherian X chromosome is the same. By comparing X chromosome termini, studies
found the X termini genes vary within eutherian species. For instance, the human X chro-
mosome p arm terminus contains 24 genes. Only 2 of these genes have homologous
copies in the mouse, but they are located at mouse autosomes[157]. Since the X chro-
mosome is largely homologous in the interstitial region but diverged at the distal end, an
extension and attrition model was proposed for sex chromosome terminal evolution[155].
This model proposed that the current sex chromosome terminus was a result of multiple
cycles of adding new autosome sequences to terminus(addition) and later losing some
addition sequences(attrition). The extension and attrition model is similar to the extension
model described in this thesis except this thesis does not investigate attrition as it is hard
to evaluate accurately.
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5.4 Methods
5.4.1 Subtelomeric interstitial telomeric sequences analysis
Telomere sequences were annotated from GRCh37 repeatmasker database[6]. We
extracted the non-capping telomere sequences inside subtelomeric regions as subtelom-
eric ITS sequence. We also included the ancient subtelomeric region in the chromosome
2 fusion sites[148]. Then we searched for all the subtelomeric ITS and their adjacent du-
plications in duplication database[21]. Bases on all the possible overlapping, we divided
into 6 types. Type a is duplication spanning the whole ITS. Type b and type d are duplica-
tions overlap with the ITS from the distal and proximal site, respectively. Type c and type
e are duplications adjacent to (<50 bps) ITS from the distal and proximal sites, respec-
tively. Type f means there is no duplication adjacent to ITS. We counted the number of
duplications for each type for each ITS.
Since there are abundant ITS at subtelomeric duplication regions, we tested this ran-
dom ITS shuffling models by performing 1000 permutations. This test can test whether
the observation of 5 ITS at 18p is statistically significant under a null hypothesis of a
random ITS shuffling model. It can also simulate the relationship between ITS and dupli-
cation boundaries under random models. The null distribution is randomly sampling the
all the ITS with the same size distribution in the subtelomeric duplication regions. We
tested on whether any chromosome terminal distal 121k region contained 5 ITS like 18p.
We also calculated the average number of ITS in each category at figure5.2.
5.4.2 Chromosome end population genetics analysis
SNP frequencies were extracted from the 1000 Genome Project vcf files (v5.20130502)[47].
Other mutations are excluded. Chromosome 13, 14, 15, 21, 22 p arm (unknown terminal
sequence) and sex chromosomes were excluded from analysis. The sex chromosomes
were excluded from diversity and divergence estimates as they are known to have a dif-
ferent mutation rate to the autosomes, due to the fact that it is not present at the same
copy number as the autosomes, leading to difference in effective population size. In
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the standard diversity estimation, we uniformly divided the subtelomeric duplication re-
gions(definition see above) into 50 windows. Then we uniformly divided sequence 500
kb adjacent to these regions into 50 windows. Considering the difficulty in detecting SNP
in duplicated sequences, we downloaded the unmask regions(2.67 Gb in total) from the
1000 Genome Project website[47]. We further overlapped these regions with callable
divergence region(see below) into merged regions(2.58 Gb). In the adjusted diversity
estimation, SNP must inside these merged regions. If a window contained zero merged
region, this window was unable to estimate. Otherwise, the diversity in these merged
regions will represent the diversity of this window.
For each window, diversity is calculated as the average of the base pair diversity, i.e.
h¯ =
∑L
j=1 hj
L
, where L is the total (callable) size of the window. The base pair diversity is
defined as h = 1 −∑ni=1 fi2, where f is allele frequency and n is the number of observed
alleles. Finally, we summarize the average diversity from all the chromosome for each bin
as h¯ =
∑c
k=1 h¯k
c
=
∑c
k=1
∑L
j=1(1−
∑n
i=1 fijk
2)
L
c
, where c is total number of available chromosomes.
We downloaded the alignments from human(GRCh37) to chimpanzee(panTro4) at
UCSU[147]. In brief, this alignment was unique for each base pair. The divergence
regions were defined as the human-aligned regions(2.74 Gb). The nucleotide divergence
was calculated as the percentage of substitution between two sequences. Non-SNP mu-
tations were ignored in the estimation. We only calculated nucleotide divergence and
diversity following the methods from the studies[47, 117]. This is used to contrast be-
tween interstitial and terminal regions. Non-SNP based diversity estimates are difficult
to calculate accurately from short-read sequence data due to the increased error rate in
identifying indels.
We performed a local regression on diversity using R(function geom smooth in ggplot2[101]
package and parameter is method=loess,span=0.7).
5.4.3 Human extension rate analysis
We downloaded pairwise alignment files from UCSC[147]. These files contain region
alignments from species to GRCh37. Initially, 21 genomes (Chicken(galGal3), Chimp(panTro4),
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Cow(bosTau7), Dog(canFam3), Gibbon(nomLeu1), Gorilla(gorGor3), Horse(equCab2),
Marmoset(calJac3), Mouse(mm10), Orangutan(ponAbe2), Rat(rn6), Rhesus(rheMac3),
Sheep(oviAri3), Baboon(papHam1), Cat(felCat5), Elephant(loxAfr3), Kangaroo(dipOrd1),
Panda(ailMel1), Pig(susScr2), Rabbit(oryCun2) and Zebrafish(danRer10)) were analyzed.
For each human autosome as well as ancient chromosome 2A and 2B[148], we sorted
the alignments by human chromosome and location. We searched for the most terminal
end alignment.
We identify ancient chromosome sequences by searching large blocks of homologous
sequences between two species from alignment files. These blocks of the homologous
sequence should not originate from duplication or transposon(< 10 kb). The subtelomeric
homologous sequences longer than the longest human subtelomeric duplication (154 kb)
do not originate from duplication. Thus we selected these large homologous sequences to
represent ancient chromosome sequence. For example, there are many short alignments
at chromosome arm termini like human chr2:33541-53287 to mouse chr12:89045161-
89059043. These alignments(20 kb) are likely generated by subtelomeric duplication. On
the other hand, larger alignments (2.4 Mb) like human chr2:174192-26360710 to mouse
chr12:89125909-116881921 are likely the alignments between two homologous ancestral
chromosome sequences.
Because sequence divergence and genome assembly quality will significantly affect
the alignment length. Baboon, Kangaroo, Panda, Pig, Rabbit and Zebrafish genomes
were hard to represent large ancient chromosome sequence and removed from the anal-
ysis. The ancient chromosome end for the last common ancestor of human and this
species is estimated as the human most terminal end of homology. For example, the
most distal(> 154k) p-arm alignment of chromosome 2 is human chr2:174192-26360710
to mouse chr12:89125909-116881921. Thus the ancient chromosome 2 p arm end is
chr2:174192 and the extension size is 164192 after subtracting 10 kb unknown sequence
in GRCh37. For each ancient chromosome end, we calculated the number of species
ends, which has one or more similar ends(within 1kb) with other species end.
The sequence starting from the ancient chromosome end for a last common ancestor
to the current human chromosome ends are defined as human chromosome extension
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sequence since the divergence of the human with a given species. Human chromo-
some end unknown sequences(”N” regions) are removed from size estimation. Total au-
tosome extension sequence (s) is the sum of all autosome terminal extension sequences.
The human autosome expansion rate since the divergence of human and this species
is estimated as p = s
t
, which t is the estimated MRCA time. The average human auto-
some extension rate since the divergence of human and other primates is estimated as
p¯ =
∑k
i=1 pi
k
=
∑k
i=1
si
t¯i
k
, which k is the number of primates and t¯ is the mean of estimated
MRCA time.
We downloaded the pairwise alignments with each other for eight species (Human(GRCh37),
Cow(bosTau7), Dog(canFam3), Horse(equCab2), Mouse(mm10), Rat(rn6), Sheep(oviAri3),
Cat(felCat5)) from UCSC[147] if alignments are available. We also downloaded the un-
known sequence annotation files named ”gap.txt.gz” from UCSC to infer the terminal un-
known sequence(gap). If a species terminus is annotated as ”telomere” and there is
another gap within 154kb to the terminus, this terminus is regarded as uninformative and
removed from analysis like human 13p. Mouse(mm10) chromosome 1 to 19 p arms(3Mb
gap with telomere and centromere ) and chromosome 4 and 9 q arms(too many gaps) are
removed from the analysis. For the remaining terminus, we perform a similar analysis as
the human. Sex chromosome is excluded from this analysis because it involves a large
autosome addition[129] which is different from subtelomeric duplication addition.
6
Conclusion
In chapter two, I first demonstrated the limitation of detecting repeat-mediated(NAHR)
inversion from short-read sequencing technology. To solve this problem, I developed a
new tool, npInv, to detect and genotype inversion from long read sequencing data, with
particular application to data generated using Oxford Nanopore sequencing technologies
devices. The application of npInv shows high accuracy in both simulation and real data. I
use npInv to uncover an almost linear relationship between inverted repeat and NAHR in-
version and show the potential of providing an individual inversion map. With the possible
widespread adoption of long read sequencing data, application of npInv could help extend
our understanding of the extent of inversion polymorphism, their evolutionary significance
and their clinical impact.
In chapter three, I report the most comprehensive whole-genome inversion map to
date, consisting of 87 inversions, of which 38 are NAHR mediated inversions and the
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remained are NHEJ or FOSTES mediated. I exploited knowledge of potential sites of
NAHR inversion to identify a further potential 140 inversion loci with IR length greater
than 7kb. An increase in the yield of ultra-long (>100kb) sequence data on this sample,
coupled with algorithmic improvements in the alignment of long reads will help refine the
location of inversions flanked by these long IR.
In chapter four and five, I provide evidence that chromosome ends are dynamic and
have undergone substantial extension since the divergence of primates. I show that the
process of chromosome-end extension is ongoing and generates significant polymor-
phism in the population, which is heritable from one generation to the next. I identified
two duplication families which are participating in ongoing chromosome end expansion.
These families appear to both originate from the same region on ancient primate chro-
mosome 7, separated only by 13kb; however, they have undergone distinct patterns of
duplication in subtelomeric regions of at least two primates (Chimpanzee and Human).
These families are still participating in subtelomeric duplication in human populations, as
can be seen by the alignment of these families to observed BioNano chromosome exten-
sion sequence. We showed that duplication of these families in sub-telomeric regions has
led to the formation of new fusion genes. This may provide a mechanism for the extension
sequence to be adaptively selected and eventually become fixed in the population. I also
showed that the formation of the extension sequence has resulted in genetic diversity
within subtelomeric duplications.
Long read sequencing and long fragment optical mapping technologies offer opportu-
nities to study complex genomic variations which were poorly understood or missed using
previous technologies. The development of these technologies creates new opportunities
to study genome evolution as well as challenges to develop computational tools to in-
terpret data from these advanced technologies. In this thesis, I develop npInv to detect
and genotype NAHR inversion, which leads to the discovery of the length requirement to
mediate NAHR inversion. I also develop methods to evaluate chromosome termini, which
resulted in my discovery that termini are extending continuously. As the technologies be-
come better and better, more complex structural variations such as ring chromosomes,
isochromosomes, double minutes can be deciphered and their mechanism of origin and
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evolution can be better understood.
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FIGURE A.1: Paralogy map for BioNano assembly chromosome terminal regions in eight
samples.
Sub figure 1 to 46 are for 46 human chromosome terminal regions. The legend is the
same as Figure4.1 The terminal region of chromosome X and Y are merged into one.
Each contig is drawn as a color block, where the color indicates homology, and over-
lapping colors indicate homology to two sources. The enzyme recognition sites (labels)
are marked as black bars. The homology sequence is drawn with the same color. (Next
page.)
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(Continue.) Gold is for human reference or its homology, grey for reference un-
known sequence, purple for homology to 19p(chr19:61k-244k), cyan for homology to
16q(chr16:90190k-90293k), pink for homology to 1p(chr1:94k-177k), deep pink for homol-
ogy to 5q(chr5:180708k-180899k, homologous to chr1:327k-471k and chr1:576k-712k).
The remaining unaligned regions are all colored with red. The gray line connections
between labels indicate they are aligned to each other(see Methods). The unknown chro-
mosome tip regions are drawn as blank. Five extension sequence contigs (CEPH daugh-
ter: 8p,11p,19q and Ashkenazi son:16p,17p) are not inherited. The genome version is
GRCh37.
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FIGURE A.2: Human sex chromosome extension sequence.
a is for human extension against other species and b is for other non-primates mammals
extension again human. Each dot is an estimated size of human extension sequence
against a species on each arm. Y axis is the normalized size of extension. Reference
gap and deletion (Murine Xp 9M deletion[129]) is included in estimation. The genome
version is GRCh37.
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TABLE A.1: PCR primers for validation.
Primer ID primer seq
4q35.2A AGAATGTATTTTTAGTTCTCTGGAA
4q35.2B GCACTTTAACCTACTGAGGAAT
4q35.2C CGTGCCATGCTCTATGTACc
3q21.3A CTTGAACAGATGCCTCACGA
3q21.3B GTTGCTTTTCTTTGCATTTATGTT
3q21.3C GGGCATGTTCCTTCCCTAC
10q11.22A GGGATCCTCTGATGGACAAG
10q11.22B CATGTGTCCTGGCTCTAGTG
10q11.22C CCACTGCAACTCCATGTCAG
Primer ID contains chromosome ID, location and ID. The product of primer A and
primer B are for non inverted sequence. The product of primer A and primer C are for
inverted sequence.
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TABLE A.2: A combined NA12878 inversion dataset.
Chr Start End npInv Val Asse Delly Mechanism IR Inv Size
chr1 44059289 44059889 N N Y 1/1 NHEJ/FoSTeS 0 601
chr1 181043910 181044074 N N Y N NHEJ/FoSTeS 0 165
chr1 187464823 187466729 N N Y N NHEJ/FoSTeS 0 1907
chr1 197756782 197757999 0/1 N Y 0/1 NHEJ/FoSTeS 0 1218
chr1 205178631 205178779 N N Y 0/1 NHEJ/FoSTeS 0 149
chr1 207292347 207292429 N N Y N NHEJ/FoSTeS 0 83
chr1 237566104 237566206 N N Y N NHEJ/FoSTeS 0 103
chr2 10825964 10827217 N N N 0/1 NHEJ/FoSTeS 0 1254
chr2 123476599 123482503 N N N 0/1 NHEJ/FoSTeS 0 5905
chr2 125051701 125053265 N N N 0/1 NHEJ/FoSTeS 0 1565
chr2 129685049 129686125 N N N 0/1 NHEJ/FoSTeS 0 1077
chr2 139004622 139008966 1/1 N Y N NAHR 1098 5637
chr2 184569169 184572006 0/1 0/1 Y N NHEJ/FoSTeS 0 2838
chr2 241615561 241638174 N 0/1 N N NAHR 13059 29296
chr3 44741074 44742201 1/1 N Y N NAHR 200 1128
chr3 128346174 128376684 0/1 N N N NAHR 565 31075
chr3 187133742 187144394 0/1 N N N NAHR 4420 15072
chr4 88847163 88858700 0/1 0/1 N N NHEJ/FoSTeS 0 11538
chr4 146614721 146615901 N N Y N NAHR 360 1181
chr4 190585823 190613128 0/1 N N N NHEJ/FoSTeS 0 27306
chr5 10906438 10908184 N N N 0/1 NHEJ/FoSTeS 0 1747
chr5 79046344 79049460 N N N 0/1 NHEJ/FoSTeS 0 3117
chr5 98858883 99727999 0/1 N N N NAHR 22139 887305
chr5 147553039 147554615 N 1/1 Y 1/1 NHEJ/FoSTeS 0 1577
chr5 177209108 177434702 0/1 N N N NAHR 39518 297150
chr5 179061247 179085461 0/1 N N N NAHR 9924 24215
chr6 89923631 89923942 N N Y N NHEJ/FoSTeS 0 312
chr6 94741066 94741416 N N Y N NHEJ/FoSTeS 0 351
chr6 107168548 107171533 1/1 1/1 Y N NAHR 658 2984
chr6 131884820 131884921 N N Y N Palindrome 42 84
chr6 167581349 167804046 0/1 N N N NAHR 22404 226869
Continued on next page
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Chr Start End npInv Val Asse Delly Mechanism IR Inv Size
chr6 169093045 169095237 1/1 1/1 Y N Palindrome 1097 2194
chr7 31586765 31592019 N N N 0/1 NHEJ/FoSTeS 0 5255
chr7 40879358 40880171 0/1 0/1 Y 0/1 NHEJ/FoSTeS 0 814
chr7 54290974 54386821 N 1/1 N N NAHR 15882 106144
chr7 70420968@ 70438887 N 1/1 N 0/1 NHEJ/FoSTeS 0 17920
chr7 107058553 107063655 1/1 1/1 Y N NAHR 961 5271
chr7 143898767 144046496 0/1 N N N NHEJ/FoSTeS 53000 147730
chr8 6154239 6158433 1/1 N Y N Palindrome 2098 4196
chr8 6922488 12573597 N 1/1 N N NAHR 1012583 5708071
chr8 30245127 30246097 0/1 N N N NHEJ/FoSTeS 0 971
chr8 48212887 48232801 0/1 N N N NAHR 3320 19915
chr8 73023621 73023864 N N Y N NHEJ/FoSTeS 0 244
chr8 100157613 100158316 N N N 0/1 NHEJ/FoSTeS 0 658
chr8 103435524 103435965 N N Y N Palindrome 218 436
chr8 138348193 138349910 N N N 0/1 NHEJ/FoSTeS 0 1718
chr9 76898138 76898390 N N Y N NHEJ/FoSTeS 0 253
chr9 107816812 107817348 N N N 1/1 NHEJ/FoSTeS 0 537
chr9 126738652 126756051 1/1 1/1 N N NAHR 2734 17400
chr9 132186289 132186727 N N Y N NHEJ/FoSTeS 0 439
chr10 13104977 13105272 N N Y 0/1 NHEJ/FoSTeS 0 296
chr10 47022964 47059768 1/1 N N N NHEJ/FoSTeS 0 36805
chr10 59256944 59257961 N N Y N NHEJ/FoSTeS 0 1018
chr10 93200597 93208532 0/1 N Y N NAHR 5499 13434
chr10 127190584 127197225 N N N 1/1 NHEJ/FoSTeS 0 6642
chr11 738418 740631 0/1 N Y N NHEJ/FoSTeS 860 2214
chr11 49734984 49751316 0/1 N N N NAHR 3136 19468
chr12 6038269 6041280 0/1 N N N NAHR 1284 4295
chr12 12544370 12547226 0/1 N Y 1/1 NHEJ/FoSTeS 625 2857
chr12 13545034 13551091 1/1 N Y N NAHR 1047 7105
chr12 38317979 38318554 N N N 1/1 NHEJ/FoSTeS 0 576
chr12 39860127 39860299 N N Y 0/1 NHEJ/FoSTeS 0 173
chr12 71532784 71533816 N N N 0/1 NHEJ/FoSTeS 0 1033
Continued on next page
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Chr Start End npInv Val Asse Delly Mechanism IR Inv Size
chr12 71939834 71941663 1/1 0/1 N 0/1 NAHR 140 1830
chr12 80844919 80859036 0/1 1/1 N N NAHR 6067 19640
chr12 87240472 87252688 1/1 N N N NAHR 2281 14497
chr14 35010051 35031476 N 0/1 N N NAHR 7196 21782
chr15 30370112 32899708 N 1/1 N N NAHR 497247 2529597
chr16 48905267 48906227 N N Y 1/1 NHEJ/FoSTeS 0 961
chr16 69761804 69762886 N N N 0/1 NHEJ/FoSTeS 0 1083
chr16 75239338 75257419 0/1 0/1 N N NAHR 1534 19628
chr16 85188714 85189804 N 1/1 Y 0/1 NHEJ/FoSTeS 211 1500
chr17 5594699 5595567 N N N 0/1 NHEJ/FoSTeS 0 869
chr17 5885622 5886899 N N Y N Palindrome 608 1216
chr19 16167946 16168601 N N Y N NHEJ/FoSTeS 0 656
chr19 19890521 20160204 0/1 N N N NAHR 5714 277546
chr19 38343057 38344968 1/1 N Y N NAHR 280 1420
chr21 27374110 27374706 N N Y 1/1 NHEJ/FoSTeS 0 597
chrX 6137036 6138404 N 0/1 Y N NHEJ/FoSTeS 0 1369
chrX 8137458 8434752 0/1 N N N NAHR 9914 303929
chrX 14729539 14731318 0/1 N Y N NHEJ/FoSTeS 0 1780
chrX 45547772 45551190 1/1 N N N NAHR 1446 4864
chrX 46810694 46830781 1/1 1/1 N N NHEJ/FoSTeS 0 20088
chrX 49013019 49019888 1/1 1/1 N N NAHR 1586 8529
chrX 78921883 78923381 N N Y N NHEJ/FoSTeS 0 1499
chrX 100852522 100871235 0/1 0/1 N N NAHR 4690 18782
chrX 149570890 149585747 1/1 N N N NAHR 929 15786
These 87 inversions were merged from npInv, InvFest[89] (named ”Val”), Delly[48] and Pendleton et
al.[100] (named ”Asse”). Their identifications are described in chapter 2 and 3 methods. ”N”,”Y”,”0/1” and
”1/1” mean no inversion, inversion with no genotype, heterozygous inversion and homozygous inversion,
respectively. Inversion size is including the inverted repeat(IR) size. ”@” means this inversion contains
deletion. The genome version is GRCh37.
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TABLE A.3: Summary of the size of missing sequence
for 40 termini in eight samples by BioNano.
Chr NA12891 NA12878 NA12892 NA24149 NA24385 NA24143 NA24631 YH
1q 2905 2905 2905 2905 2905 2905 2905 2905
2p 5532 5532 5532 5532 5532 5532 5532 5532
2q 94599 94599 94599 94599 94599 94599 94599 94599
3p 30653 30653 30653 30653 30653 30653 30653 30653
3q 4417 4417 4417 4417 4417 4417 4417 4417
4p 10812 10812 10812 10812 10812 10812 10812 10812
4q 17654 17654 17654 64251 17654 17654 440432 64251
5p 7581 7581 7581 7581 7581 7581 7581 7581
5q 6112 6112 6112 6112 6112 6112 21986 6112
6p 38863 13445 13445 63418 63418 38863 13445 63418
6q 3889 277 3889 277 277 277 277 3889
7p 2982 2982 2982 2982 2982 2982 2982 2982
7q 35940 35940 35940 35940 35940 35940 35940 35940
8p 7763 17848 17848 17848 7763 7763 153519 23706
8q 11733 11733 11733 11733 11162 11733 11162 11162
9p 7735 7735 7735 7735 7735 7735 7735 7735
9q 613 613 613 613 613 613 613 58172
10p 23702 23702 23702 23702 23702 23702 23702 23702
10q 8995 8995 8995 8995 8995 8995 8995 8995
11p 19595 19595 19595 44468 19595 19595 19595 90759
11q 6492 6492 6492 6492 6492 6492 6492 6492
12p 88172 88172 88172 88172 88172 88172 88172 88172
12q 17945 17945 17945 17945 17945 17945 17945 17945
13q 3255 3255 3255 3255 3255 3255 3255 3255
14q 1327 1327 1327 1327 1327 1327 42465 180783
15q 7860 7860 7860 7860 7860 7860 7860 7860
16p 143948 143948 154538 143948 7307 154538 154538 154538
16q 9550 15485 15485 1398 1398 1398 1398 15485
17p 68852 72075 72075 417331 68852 68852 72075 72075
17q 12715 12715 12715 12715 12715 12715 12715 12715
Continued on next page
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Chr NA12891 NA12878 NA12892 NA24149 NA24385 NA24143 NA24631 YH
18p 4072 4072 4072 4072 4072 4072 4072 4072
18q 13597 13597 13597 13597 13597 13597 13597 13597
19p 1349 1349 1349 1349 1349 1349 1349 1349
19q 8465 136351 8465 8465 8465 8465 151899 150967
20p 7773 7773 7773 7773 7773 7773 7773 7773
20q 4763 4763 4763 4763 4763 22335 4763 4763
21q 2569 2569 2569 2569 2569 2569 2569 2569
22q 367 367 367 367 367 7299 38316 367
X&Yp 451 451 267920 451 107622 107622 1259861 826483
X&Yq 28993 28993 10582 10582 10582 28993 8004 8004
The size of missing sequences is estimated from BioNano date(see chapter 4 meth-
ods). Due to the solution of bionano technology, I define the missing sequence less than
33 kb as reference type. See methods. The genome version is GRCh37.
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TABLE A.4: Summary of the size of extension se-
quence for 40 termini in eight samples by BioNano
Chr NA12891 NA12878 NA12892 NA24149 NA24385 NA24143 NA24631 YH
1p 12581 16174 12491 12236 19468 19415 13142 12527
1q 20 20 20 968 413 117 40 20
2p 20 501 2826 284 20 2110 20 20
2q 23002 30093 30053 23061 23157 23050 23141 23778
3p 31459 31405 31411 32030 31374 31358 31473 30716
3q 129251 128758 129107 128927 129023 129162 128715 131075
4p 253 121 20 20 20 20 20 3173
4q 166342 485 2757 20 169367 172734 20 81469
4q* 166342 183643* 2757 121066* 169367 172734 20 81469
5p 20 117 20 2523 20 75 5681 733
5q 595 195 436 20 20 509 21848 99
6p 99410 71277 71615 67734 67909 100021 65274 52575
6q 20 20 20 3280 165 150 20 20
7p 99057 98240 99093 100831 98263 98401 101778 100487
7q 13448 15023 13340 14936 14319 15990 14364 13292
8p 3135 17015 12295 12341 3152 3393 20 22850
8q 20 638 646 40 1554 32 1972 20
9p 472 20 20 807 20 20 235 20
9q 80496 77151 89717 163597 162258 161463 89918 138589
10p 26263 26500 26814 26784 27018 27384 26706 27642
10q 6602 20 20 39316 49590 20 144344 3081
11p 92190 93424 90664 72093 89848 90379 89965 227
11q 20 20 20 107 162 192 40 224
12p 20522 20824 23453 20588 20494 20386 20451 20852
12q 20 317 20 20 20 20 4686 5966
13q 5546 5253 5205 6237 7413 7772 7039 5189
14q 2828 2833 3221 3621 4918 2981 20 20
15q 20 45767 45851 2359 2080 20 2914 20
16p 20 20 20 41 263756 40 14849 20
16q 6013 12582 12702 10210 3519 3821 10508 11744
Continued on next page
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Chr NA12891 NA12878 NA12892 NA24149 NA24385 NA24143 NA24631 YH
17p 19228 26221 26128 20 22316 19388 25051 22900
17q 3454 3932 3849 1451 906 2841 20 3490
18p 20 863 5583 20 20 1314 5071 2811
18q 20 251 20 20 129 20 20 20
19p 2131 2469 3187 2147 3239 2207 2042 2255
19q 20 20 10657 7733 6775 9896 20 379
20p 124975 157783 157713 124671 124735 124698 121328 159392
20q 49848 49958 49886 50535 50505 58027 49966 49824
21q 20 20 120 20 40 20 20 20
22q 120 60 143 20 594 20 20 20
X&Yp 75 20 169981 20 30335 27315 45152 3207
X&Yq 19602 19701 20 41 1439 20778 20 4306
The size of extension sequences is estimated from BioNano data (see chapter 4 meth-
ods). * means diploid size of extension. The genome version is GRCh37.
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TABLE A.8: Summary of duplication family A(GRCh38).
This table shows the locations of families A and the putative fusion genes inside them. *:
gene is totally insides duplication sequence. ˆ: gene contains some sequences outside
duplication sequences. ‘ “ “‘: One of the redundancy sequence is removed in the analysis.
Species chr/scaffold Region start Region end distance to end strand Fusion Gene(s)
Homo sapiens 1 717199 726911 248M + RP5-857K21.4,RP11-206L10.1
Homo sapiens 1 482210 491908 248M + RP4-669L17.4*, CICP7*, RP4-669L17.8
Homo sapiens 1 126221 135925 248M + CICP27*,RP11-34P13.15ˆ
Homo sapiens 1 227973390 227983059 20M - CICP26*,RP11-192I3.3*
Homo sapiens 1 243044880 243054259 5M + LINC01347,RP11-261C10.8*
Homo sapiens 5 181327043 181336741 201K - LOC100132062,ENSG00000250765.4, ENSG00000274553.1*
Homo sapiens 3 198221488 198231197 64K - CICP6*, ENSG00000226008.1*
Homo sapiens 19 188351 198057 58M + ENSG00000281379.1, CICP19*, ENSG00000267029.3ˆ
Homo sapiens 11 118425 128139 134M + RP11-304M2.6, CICP23*, LINC01001
Homo sapiens 9 138279557 138289251 105K - FO082796.1
Homo sapiens 16 90171015 90180722 157K - FAM157C, RP11-356C4.6*
Homo sapiens 4 118634038 118643668 71M - LOC729218, RP11-384K6.2ˆ, CICP16*, RP11-384K6.4*
Homo sapiens 10 38451069 38460684 95M - LINC00999, RP11-291L22.4, RP11-291L22.6ˆ, CICP9*
Homo sapiens Y 25384076 25393765 31M + LINC00266-4P, CICP1*, LINC00265-3Pˆ
Homo sapiens Y 24276383 24286071 32M - LINC00265-2Pˆ, CICP2*, LINC00266-2P
Homo sapiens 7 45814319 45823926 113M - RP11-638I8.1*, CICP20*, AC096582.9*,AC096582.8*
Pan troglodytes AC186042.3 54762 64149 109K + ‘
Pan troglodytes AC182391.3 96299 105686 83K + ‘
Pan troglodytes AC204739.3 58952 68246 75K + “
Pan troglodytes AC200072.3 88514 97808 70K + “
Gorilla gorilla AC239796.3 32930 41833 131K + “‘
Gorilla gorilla AC239363.3 135081 143984 22K - “‘
Pan troglodytes NW 003465575.1 12555 21701 59 -
Pan troglodytes 17 55080 63200 82M + Chr17.1
Pan troglodytes NW 003465574.1 22087 29715 57 -
Pan troglodytes 7 55025765 55033800 106M + Chr7 13.129
Pan troglodytes 6 148996849 149004884 23M + Chr6 60.755
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TABLE A.9: Summary of duplication family B(GRCh38).
This table shows the locations of families B and the putative fusion genes inside them.
Species chr/scaffold Region start Region end distance to end strand Fusion gene
Homo sapiens 16 90153984 90161837 176K + FAM157C
Homo sapiens AC137817.1 3763 11613 30K + NA
Homo sapiens 19 205987 213870 58M - None
Homo sapiens 1 499216 507088 248M - RP4-669L17.10
Homo sapiens 1 740946 748799 248M - RP11-206L10.3
Homo sapiens 1 223958842 223966701 24M - GTF2IP20
Homo sapiens 1 243063844 243071697 5M - LINC01347
Homo sapiens 11 135707 143560 134M - LINC01001
Homo sapiens 9 138268989 138276834 117K + None
Homo sapiens 3 198206284 198214150 81K + None
Homo sapiens 4 118616007 118623861 71M + RP11-384K6.6
Homo sapiens 4 119416723 119424560 70M - None
Homo sapiens 7 128636793 128644622 30M + LINC01000
Homo sapiens 7 45793082 45800939 113M + None
Homo sapiens 7 39777311 39785148 119M + LINC00265
Homo sapiens 7 65823147 65831027 93M + None
Pan troglodytes NW 003460640.1 834 8692 99K - NA
Pan troglodytes NW 003460666.1 5672 13530 32K - NA
Pan troglodytes 19 169798 177678 63M - None
Pan troglodytes 4 121835320 121843177 71M - None
Pan troglodytes 1 201751830 201759705 26M - None
Pan troglodytes 7 42400291 42408107 119M - None
Pan troglodytes 7 64334217 64342116 97M + None
Pongo abelii AC205922.3 66095 73964 121K + NA
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TABLE A.10: Summary of all subtelomeric interstitial telomere sequences(ITS) and their
relationships with homology boundary.
ITS with no homology boundary is not shown. * This re-orientation of chr2 follows the
GRCh38 update.
Reference GRCh37
Homology boundary overlap sizes to ITS
Both distal proximal
Chromosome Start End Arm full 1bp+ -50bp,0 1bp+ -50bp,0
chr1 234506 234691 p 18 0 0 0 0
chr2 243166561 243166746 p* 19 0 0 0 0
chr4 23135 23326 p 20 0 0 0 0
chr6 147636 147986 p 2 0 8 0 0
chr7 16384 16986 p 4 8 6 0 0
chr8 11917 12102 p 19 0 0 0 0
chr8 155252 155736 p 1 11 4 0 3
chr8 169441 169626 p 18 0 0 0 0
chr8 170440 170577 p 0 6 2 0 0
chr9 141023514 141023656 q 1 0 0 0 0
chr10 110219 110551 p 2 0 0 0 0
chr10 135502709 135502799 q 2 0 0 0 0
chr10 135502846 135503008 q 2 11 6 0 0
chr11 175280 176542 p 4 7 6 0 0
chr16 90188062 90188814 q 4 8 6 0 0
chr18 63621 64200 p 2 0 3 0 0
chr18 94523 94691 p 1 0 0 0 0
chr18 98752 98793 p 0 1 0 0 19
chr18 100078 100263 p 19 0 0 0 0
chr18 105193 105469 p 2 11 6 0 0
chr18 105514 105670 p 2 0 0 0 0
chr19 245537 246002 p 1 9 5 0 4
chr19 258043 258228 p 20 0 0 0 0
chr19 59097932 59098077 q 0 12 7 0 0
chr20 62918053 62918986 q 2 4 3 0 0
chr22 51224559 51224818 q 1 12 6 0 0
Total number of duplications 166 100 68 0 26
Total number of ITS sites (>1) 23
12 13 0 3
14 3
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TABLE A.11: Summary of subtelomeric duplication pairs which containing unequal size
of ITS.
Normally, the subtelomeric duplication pairs contain pairs of ITS with the same
size(92%). They are not shown in this table. The remaining duplica-
tion pairs containing unequal size of ITS(8%) are shown. The genome version is GRCh37.
Region of duplication pair 1 Region of duplication pair 2 Pair 1 ITS region Pair 2 ITS region/size of deletion size of ITS1 size of ITS2
chr11:169119-189425 chr7:10238-29843 chr11:175280-176542 chr7:16384-16986 1263 602
chr11:149569-179961 chr9:141123686-141153431 chr11:175280-176542 chr9:141023514-141023656 1263 142
chr11:128429-179961 chr16:90184650-90235480 chr11:175280-176542 chr16:90188062-90188814 1263 752
chr16:90184461-90194963 chr7:10238-20586 chr16:90188062-90188814 chr7:16384-16986 753 602
chr18:98796-105154 chr1:249220515-249225340 chr18:100078-100263 1192 deletion include ITS 186 0
chr18:25330-98754 chr9:141019504-141090402 chr18:63621-64200 chr9:141023514-141023656 580 142
chr18:14414-84190 chr10:60000-130311 chr18:63621-64200 chr10:110219-110551 580 332
chr19:246802-259397 chr6:148314-151820 chr19:258043-258228 chr6:147636-147986 186 350
chr20:62914355-62944856 chr6:121769-151529 chr20:62918053-62918986 chr6:147636-147986 934 350
chr2:243152476-243170633 chr1:249221180-249240008 chr2:243166561-243166746 1168 deletion include ITS 186 0
chr4:16224-31885 chr1:249214359-249229111 chr4:23135-23326 1193 deletion include ITS 192 0
chr4:16233-37400 chr5:14549-30972 chr4:23135-23326 4205 deletion include ITS 192 0
chr8:10004-15989 chr1:249221180-249225981 chr8:11917-12102 1169 deletion include ITS 186 0
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TABLE A.12: Alignments for all human subtelomeric ITSs and their flanking sequences to
five primates.
Chimpanzee Bonobo Gorilla Orangutan Baboon Sum
ITS position P D G P D G P D G P D G P D G P D G
chr1:234506-234691 2 3 0 5 3 0 4 5 0 10 10 0 9 21 0 30 42 0
Chr2:243166561-243166746* 3 3 0 5 3 0 4 5 0 10 10 0 9 21 0 31 42 0
chr4:23135-23326 3 3 0 5 3 0 4 5 0 10 10 0 15 19 0 37 40 0
chr6:147636-147986 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0
chr7:16384-16986 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
chr8:11917-12102 3 3 0 5 3 0 4 5 0 10 10 0 9 21 0 31 42 0
chr8:155252-155736 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 2 1 0
chr8:169441-169626 0 3 0 1 3 0 0 5 0 0 10 0 0 21 0 1 42 0
chr8:170440-170577 1 3 0 1 3 0 0 4 0 0 5 0 0 0 0 2 15 0
chr9:141023514-141023656 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 2 4 0
chr10:110219-110551 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 3 2 0 2 1 0 7 4 0
chr10:135502709-135502799 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 6 0
chr10:135502846-135503008 0 3 0 2 3 0 0 5 0 0 5 0 0 0 0 2 16 0
chr11:175280-176542 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
chr16:90188062-90188814 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
chr18:63621-64200 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
chr18:94523-94691 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 2 4 0
chr18:98752-98793 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
chr18:100078-100263 3 3 0 5 3 0 4 5 0 10 10 0 15 21 0 37 42 0
chr18:105193-105469 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 4 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 10 0
chr18:105514-105670 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0
chr19:245537-246002 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 3 2 0
chr19:258043-258228 3 3 0 5 3 0 4 5 0 10 10 0 15 21 0 37 42 0
chr19:59097932-59098077 0 3 0 0 3 0 1 4 0 0 5 0 0 0 0 1 15 0
chr20:62918053-62918986 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
chr22:51224559-51224818 0 0 0 1 2 0 0 4 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 1 10 0
Sum 21 34 0 36 36 0 27 64 0 65 102 0 77 148 0 226 384 0
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(The table is in the previous page.) I align all human subtelomeric ITSs and their flanking
sequences to five primates. I manually divide the sequence into three groups: proximal,
distal and gap. Group P(proximal) is a 500 bp proximal sequence joined to an ITS. Group
D(distal) is an ITS joined to a 500bp distal sequence. The ’full’ ITS with both proximal
and distal sequence is indicated by alignments of both P and D. G(gap) is a 500 bp
proximal sequence joined to a 500 bp distal sequence(the gap is ITS). *: Comparison of
GRCh37 to GRCh38 identified two terminal sequences, which have incorrect orientation
in GRCh37, namely 2 and 12p. Thus we correct the orientation of these termini in the
GRCh37 reference for ITS orientation analyses.
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TABLE A.13: Human extension sequence with 13 species for 41 chromosome ends.
This table shows the estimated extended sequences in 41 termini in 13 species(See
chapter 5 methods). * means the average chromosome extension rate for
human against non-primate mammal. The genome version is listed in chapter 5 Methods.
Species Chimp Gorilla Orangutan Gibbon Rhesus Marmoset Dog Horse Cow Sheep Rat Mouse Chicken Rate*(bp/kyr)
1p 917 973 55001 30732 30732 824837 835364 830944 831011 831011 836464 858617 842068 9.967
2p 1391 3609 12365 3425 3425 3425 3574 3443 23205 23205 166465 164192 1069019 0.762
3p 4229 3868 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 45 1303 110886 0.002
4p 9026 1527 11844 20598 36553 35534 482855 482965 482961 483208 483104 483105 252755 5.75
5p 57711 4508 59443 6792 14936 77530 71660 76867 310025 181388 181427 181424 463078 1.989
6p 48073 79744 102091 90447 153495 174182 121288 120728 214466 120716 190024 121260 285770 1.762
7p 273937 238 9550 3083 21743 36749 21799 60370 141124 140311 159203 158646 183082 1.352
8p 3908 7073 169045 167221 168941 167446 171859 172967 329657 320808 629420 601099 1486737 4.416
9p 54049 1075 61293 39963 39963 113622 41342 41336 41342 41345 40881 40580 42441 0.489
10p 10926 18231 15885 33201 30033 74969 79159 78565 98550 98550 78739 78697 165419 1.016
11p 42548 8202 218539 210022 131919 133438 132147 132881 132117 132067 132874 132897 144121 1.577
12p 88390 85758 111773 86848 139339 86 87444 87443 87500 88540 89308 88548 174769 1.049
16p 20227 15622 24261 26878 36964 36844 15837 15850 15877 16066 18819 166592 37467 0.494
17p 0 0 24753 0 10 3 3122 1 358 357 5282 1 5978 0.018
18p 102546 16176 102546 102546 102546 102546 102543 102525 102525 102525 102542 102542 106494 1.22
19p 116144 0 30443 204408 207545 219487 217638 686040 217624 217624 221160 221180 247113 3.534
20p 13810 0 0 1511 1508 3199 7907 7902 7890 7902 190646 62696 359063 0.565
1q 16835 17280 3073 8770 17493 26273 420563 586638 70707 27486 1617696 1619007 394878 8.615
2q 103981 133097 186073 383591 181715 378904 373763 392948 349549 349547 382946 444940 430942 4.55
3q 207 1618 189846 165563 153403 157971 190353 190318 255488 190304 190355 190356 279695 2.395
4q 37235 21440 87459 48927 84087 159414 151776 150890 150866 150866 159747 159619 217664 1.832
5q 66637 4576 189375 233428 189532 219062 217006 217338 214161 214161 229610 223252 626701 2.61
6q 130806 9217 137814 146644 138204 160084 161185 161453 277502 161281 161308 161313 162773 2.15
7q 2581 2397 23406 742 2397 24265 9234 2397 13833 13833 190724 190762 390040 0.834
8q 1723 7399 11691 6609 9271 174748 75633 23482 391765 391765 145678 130686 29898 2.299
9q 31401 7333 54129 63018 77582 129991 134322 134265 133775 236339 134276 134275 123936 1.8
10q 44840 13578 34811 130696 117648 145407 150549 145334 280766 172254 245646 245652 904699 2.46
11q 3154 18216 1282 1821 7179 1283 57578 40216 226504 226470 111790 102977 489187 1.518
12q 38082 63227 23695 24080 24085 52834 57280 57247 24276 24318 336994 331528 60788 1.65
13q 127815 3372 0 9279 552 1879 33990 33969 16777 15486 41979 16948 17721 0.315
14q 870 870 1011 10290 870 69892 954975 56319 1207788 1218690 957365 957365 1293239 10.62
15q 513 1629 48152 146815 30959 253816 254866 255206 255912 255913 255522 255522 549074 3.041
16q 6755 51842 0 144708 160084 150370 159022 150713 150659 150666 184995 184723 131961 1.945
17q 132931 134071 133999 120585 16019 19200 16382 17076 41254 17281 50277 41274 343690 0.364
18q 1654 1601 2905 1325 3486 2897 9110 6614 8522 8512 6642 5770 120543 0.089
19q 29940 9674 38606 28697 21310 22083 23553 23553 25234 28255 33181 33222 43879 0.331
20q 17719 6766 49158 50313 49696 51291 57884 57890 57854 57854 58079 57929 60307 0.689
21q 25243 4249 3192 2737 16756 33187 28306 27465 34859 34860 94160 34983 94717 0.505
22q 19653 22983 20008 20014 22056 59440 23863 23620 55999 55999 22185 22386 515520 0.404
2Aq 32251 0 0 211615 0 192797 220942 211614 193660 193660 220161 223241 1269730 2.506
2Bp 23849 0 0 71407 0 69048 69050 69046 69050 68966 75421 75421 110714 0.847
Total 1744507 783039 2248517 3059349 2444036 4560033 6246723 5936438 7542993 7070389 9433140 9306530 14638556
MRCA(year) 4-13M 8-10M 11-16M 15.9M-17.6M 25M 65M-110M 310M
Rate(bp/kyr) 134∼436 78∼98 141∼204 174∼192 98 182 57∼96 54∼91 69∼116 64∼109 86∼145 85∼143 47.22
Chr pair 48 48 48 52 42 46 78 64 60 54 42 40 78
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TABLE A.14: Human chromosome termini which are homologous to termini in 7 non-
primate mammals.
Species 1 summary Species 2 summary
+/-
Species arm Missing size Alignment Start Alignment end Species arm Missing size Alignment Start Alignment end
Human 10p 135365 135365 37113432 Cat B4p 127287 127287 33333670 +
Human 19p 277624 277624 19777907 Cat A2p 16431 16431 14262958 +
Human 2q 358353 133138373 242841020 Cat C1q 30139 124053039 221411063 +
Human 6q 221906 30227075 170893161 Cat B2q 62590 31916422 154199199 +
Human 7q 173302 7040216 158965361 Cat A2q 5031 101164933 169038598 +
Human 8q 83498 48168969 146280524 Cat F2q 9332 16915 82754204 +
Human 9q 194322 5884866 141019109 Cat D4q 8602 34042573 96011804 +
Human 10q 162445 59925381 135372302 Cat D2q 0 22343236 89822065 +
Human 17q 16208 3907600 81179002 Cat E1q 55223 137039 62946879 +
Human 18q 68522 18526869 78008726 Cat D3q 22591 45171811 95719138 +
Human 22q 82320 32783308 51222246 Cat B4q 16481 129498234 144243076 +
Human 10q 290766 89189936 135243981 Cow 26q 0 9616919 51826547 +
Human 19q 35234 30088950 59093749 Cow 18q 1628 39229296 65809426 +
Human 2p 13574 13574 42984706 Dog 17p 51922 51922 34302390 +
Human 6p 181288 181288 30181690 Dog 35p 590196 590196 26407419 +
Human 10p 139159 139159 37097792 Dog 2q 115 50769298 85426593 -
Human 2q 383763 225198378 242815610 Dog 25q 403 37611622 51628530 +
Human 6q 221185 170102486 170893882 Dog 12q 9252 71953888 72488829 +
Human 9q 194322 124206542 141019109 Dog 9p 31132 31132 13260498 -
Human 10q 160549 49271712 135374198 Dog 28q 27264 75215 41154848 +
Human 13q 93990 53216327 115075888 Dog 22q 79209 9673649 61360725 +
Human 16q 219022 58849149 90135731 Dog 5p 1318 1318 25356307 -
Human 19q 33553 28654258 59095430 Dog 1p 24300 24300 23306206 -
Human 20q 117884 29841230 62907636 Dog 24q 26392 20767966 47672387 +
Human 21q 38306 15478747 48091589 Dog 31q 32853 11137799 39863068 +
Human 1p 840944 840944 60426846 Horse 2q 279717 72153278 120577970 -
Human 2p 13443 13443 110485399 Horse 15q 217704 6812 91353744 -
Human 6p 180728 180728 73919925 Horse 20p 612462 612462 64164826 +
Human 19p 746040 746040 8442856 Horse 7p 666 666 5599328 +
Human 9q 194265 34891056 141019166 Horse 25q 474 218064 39536490 +
Human 13q 93969 19922656 115075909 Horse 17q 24012 419545 80733895 +
Human 17q 17076 16840168 81178134 Horse 11p 425463 425463 61289656 -
Human 18q 66614 5392074 78010634 Horse 8q 718 30505306 94056955 +
Human 20q 117890 29841186 62907630 Horse 22q 19 22312019 49946778 +
Human 21q 37465 15478747 48092430 Horse 26q 10726 13389947 41855451 +
Human 22q 83620 32783318 51220946 Horse 28q 3 30642874 46177336 +
Human 17q 41274 29378552 81153936 Mouse 11q 273838 79305714 121808705 +
Human 18q 65770 66339760 78011478 Mouse 18p 158537 158537 10664291 -
Human 20q 117929 1746870 62907591 Mouse 2q 255194 129457714 181858030 +
Human 18p 112542 112542 595854 Rat 18q 781005 86921417 87420924 -
Human 12q 346994 132378990 133504901 Rat 12q 106642 51907910 52610128 +
Human 16p 76066 76066 31540446 Sheep 24p 33978 33978 27539904 +
Human 6q 221281 74126790 170893786 Sheep 8q 8982 633 90686186 +
Human 7q 23833 7058129 159114830 Sheep 4q 8946 15016423 119246687 +
Human 10q 182254 89189936 135352493 Sheep 22q 129223 8873750 50703309 +
Human 11q 286470 134346458 134720046 Sheep 15q 109817 80708239 80813775 +
Human 13q 75486 41467241 115094392 Sheep 10q 7909 11478842 86439304 +
Human 14q 1278690 24968513 106070850 Sheep 18q 137064 33600671 68467538 +
Human 19q 38255 30088950 59090728 Sheep 14q 8427 39510236 62714198 +
Human 22q 115999 32783276 51188567 Sheep 3q 55449 176085127 224227781 +
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(Continue.) This table shows human chromosome ends which can be aligned to chromo-
some ends from 7 non-primate species. Each row shows both the human chromosome
end as well as the non-primate chromosome end to which it aligns. Overall there are 50
pairs of alignments, which includes 24 human chromosome ends. The genome version is
GRCh37.
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TABLE A.15: Identification of high copy duplications
This table summarizes how I identify family A and B by finding the longest subtelomeric
contiguous sequence with copy more than 22 (see chapter 5 methods). Only the
sequences longer than LINE (6k, see chapter 1 introduction) are kept, which results in
the identification of families A and B. The genome version is GRCh37.
length chromosome start end duplication family
9712 chr1 652579 662291 Family 1
9693 chr19 188364 198057 Family 1
9685 chr5 180754043 180763728 Family 1
9685 chr1 327428 337113 Family 1
9627 chr3 197948427 197958054 Family 1
9621 chr1 126234 135855 Family 1
9139 chr6 137384 146523 Family 1
9137 chr20 62920098 62929235 Family 1
8224 chr5 180738512 180746736 Family 2
7853 chr16 90220392 90228245 Family 2
7853 chr1 676325 684178 Family 2
5630 chr11 122509 128139 Partial of Family 1
5567 chr16 90237422 90242989 Partial of Family 1
5369 chr2 243062039 243067408 Partial of Family 1
3789 chr15 102319085 102322874 Other
List of abbreviations
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146 LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS
BP Base pair
TR tandem repeat
LCR low copy repeat
LINE long interspersed nuclear element
SINE short interspersed nuclear element
SD segmental duplication
TE transposable element
DNA Deoxyribonucleic acid
ONT Oxford Nanopore Technologies
HMM hidden markov model
SD standard deviation
SNP single nucleotide polymorphism
Indel Insertion and deletion
CNV Copy number variation
CGH comparative genomic hybridisation
LD linkage disequilibrium
PEM Pair End Mapping
IR inverted repeat
NAHR non-allelic homologous recombination
NHEJ non-homologous end joining
FoSTeS fork stalling and template switching
npInv nanopore Inversion
IRF inverted repeat finder.
PPV Positive predictive value
GC genotyping consistency
GRCh37 Genome Reference Consortium Human Build 37
FISH fluorescent in situ hybridization
PCR Polymerase chain reaction
PAR pseudoautosomal region
ITS interstitial telomeric sequences
TAR1 telomere associated repeat 1
STD Subtelomeric duplication
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